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EDITORIAL NOTE
Competition policy plays a prominent
role in ensuring that competition in the
marketplace is not restricted in a way
that is detrimental to society. The focus of
competition law is on maintaining rules of
JVTWL[P[PVU[OH[LUHISLYP]HSY`HTVUNÄYTZ
to produce certain market outcomes. To
improve our understanding of competition
WVSPJ`HUKP[ZHKTPUPZ[YH[PVU[OLLTWOHZPZ
on the compatibility of competition law
with economic learning has been a steady
WYVJLZZ H[ [OL *VTTPZZPVU ^OPJO OHZ
been reinforced in the last few years. This
trend continues today.
0U [OPZ LKP[PVU VM [OL *VTWL[P[PVU 5L^Z
Ricky Mann discusses the Commission’s
ÄUKPUNZ PU [OL Z\WLYTHYRL[ PU]LZ[PNH[PVU
following concerns about anti-competitive
outcomes in the grocery retail markets.
>OPSL [OL *VTTPZZPVU UVUYLMLYYLK [OL
case because it could not conclusively
KLTVUZ[YH[LHU[PJVTWL[P[P]LLMMLJ[Z[OL

Commission remains concerned about the
barriers to entry and the potential dampening
effects of exclusive leases on competition.
Rakgole Mokolo examines the key issues
which led the Commission to prohibit a small
merger in which Van Schaik Bookstores
PU[LUKLK[VHJX\PYL1\[H)VVRZOVWZVU[OL
basis that the proposed merger was likely to
result in substantially preventing or lessening
competition. The Commission argued that
the merged entity would have market power
and the incentive to unilaterally increase the
prices of academic books to students in the
affected relevant markets.
The acquisition AFGRI Ltd by AgriGroupe
Holdings is discussed by Xolela Nokele.
The Commission recommended that the
Tribunal approve the transaction without the
JVUKP[PVUZ -VSSV^PUN [OPZ YLJVTTLUKH[PVU
[OL ,JVUVTPJ +L]LSVWTLU[ +LWHY[TLU[
acting on behalf of several government

departments which had raised concerns
HIV\[[OLTLYNLYLU[LYLKPU[VHUHNYLLTLU[
with AFGRI and requested the agreement
be made a condition to the approval of the
merger. The Tribunal approved the merger
subject to the conditions as agreed between
the merging parties and various government
departments.
>LYULY 9`ZILYNLU HUK 2H[LYPUH )HYaL]H
discuss the approval of the merger between
Aspen Nutritionals and the South African
PUMHU[ U\[YP[PVU I\ZPULZZ VM 7ÄaLY 5\[YP[PVU
;OL HJX\PZP[PVU VM 7ÄaLY 5\[YP[PVU I` (ZWLU
arose from the conditions imposed by the
Tribunal in its decision when it conditionally
HWWYV]LK[OLHJX\PZP[PVUVM7ÄaLYI`5LZ[St
S.A.
Portia Bele and Grace Mohamed review
the conditional approval of the acquisition
of 76% shares in Newshelf 1114 from Gold
One International Limited by Sibanye Gold

Commission non-refers supermarkets investigation
Continued from page 1

The
investigation
examined
various
competition
concerns
in
grocery
YL[HPS PUJS\KPUN I\`LY WV^LY JH[LNVY`
THUHNLTLU[ PUMVYTH[PVU L_JOHUNL HUK
SVUN[LYT L_JS\ZP]L SLHZL HNYLLTLU[Z
focusing mainly on staple foods.
0U  [OL *VTTPZZPVU JVUJS\KLK P[Z
PU]LZ[PNH[PVU PU[V [OL ÄYZ[ [OYLL HSSLNH[PVUZ
At that time it took the decision to focus its
investigation on the practice of concluding
long-term exclusive lease agreements
IL[^LLU Z\WLYTHYRL[ JOHPUZ ZWLJPÄJHSS`
7PJR U 7H` :OVWYP[L HUK :WHY HUK YL[HPS
WYVWLY[`KL]LSVWLYZHUKV^ULYZSHUKSVYKZ
The Commission’s preliminary view was
that these gave rise to considerable
competition concerns and could amount
[VJVU[YH]LU[PVUZVMZLJ[PVUZJHUK
KPVM[OL(J[
The Commission’s concerns with exclusive
leases between the supermarkets and
landlords included the exclusionary effect
of the conduct on competition and the
heightening of entry barriers for smaller
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HUK PUKLWLUKLU[ ÄYTZ Z\JO HZ -VVK
3V]LYZ 4HYRL[ HUK WHY[SPUL VY ZWLJPHSP[`
stores such as butcheries and bakeries.
The Commission received other complaints
MYVT[OPYKWHY[PLZPUJS\KPUN-Y\P[ =LN*P[`
/VSKPUNZ7[`3[K^OPJO^LYLPU]LZ[PNH[LK
in conjunction with the Commission’s own
initiative.
This investigation was conducted into the
L_JS\ZP]L SLHZLZ SVVRPUN H[ SVJHS THYRL[Z
across the country where such leases had
been agreed and enforced by the three
major supermarket chains with various
landlords.
The investigation yielded several noteworthy
ÄUKPUNZPU[OLPUK\Z[Y`
-PYZ[ [OL PUJ\TILU[Z LUQV` H Z\IZ[HU[PHS
degree of market power and have extended
their market power over time.
:LJVUKP[LZ[HISPZOLK[OH[[OLYLZWVUKLU[Z
were dominant in certain local markets and
that they would often enter into the exclusive

SLHZLZJVTWLSSPUNSHUKSVYKZUV[[VKLHS^P[O
competitor supermarkets or food retailers.
;OPYK [OL *VTTPZZPVU MV\UK [OH[ PU ZVTL
instances supermarkets would take action
against landlords where they may have
breached the exclusivity clauses and
brought in another competing supermarket
or part-line store into a mall.
/V^L]LY VU [OL IHZPZ VM [OL UH[\YL VM
[OL L]PKLUJL ILMVYL [OL *VTTPZZPVU [OL
anti-competitive effects of the conduct
could not be demonstrated conclusively.
The Commission was of the view that the
evidence did not meet the tests required in
VYKLY [V Z\JJLZZM\SS` WYVZLJ\[L [OL ÄYTZ
involved and therefore the Commission has
taken the decision not to refer the matter to
the Tribunal.
5V[^P[OZ[HUKPUN [OPZ [OL *VTTPZZPVU
remains concerned about the use of
exclusive leases in the industry and is not
^OVSS` WLYZ\HKLK I` [OL Q\Z[PÄJH[PVUZ
To page 3
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Limited by the Tribunal. This followed the
Commission’s recommendations that the
merger be approved subject to conditions to
ensure that retrenchments do not occur as a
result of the merger for a period of two years.
The Commission is increasingly being required
to account for its contribution to transforming
the economy and empowerment in response
to past and present exclusions and
LU[YLUJOLKWVZP[PVUZ;HWLYH4\aH[HYL]PL^Z
the extent of overcharges calculated in two
YLJLU[JHY[LSJHZLZ[OL^OLH[ÅV\YHUK[OL
JVUJYL[LWPWLZJHY[LSZ/PZHPTPZ[VOPNOSPNO[
[OLILULÄ[Z[V[OLLJVUVT`HUKJVUZ\TLYZ
of the interventions of competition authorities
in uncovering and breaking up cartels.
Penalty guidelines provide some measure of
[YHUZWHYLUJ` JLY[HPU[` HUK WYLKPJ[HIPSP[` PU
how competition authorities will determine
administrative
penalties.
Temosho
Sekgobela examines how the Tribunal and

the Competition Appeal Court have provided
guidance on how to determine administrative
penalties.
Hildah Maringa discusses the guidance
provided by the Supreme Court of Appeal in
relation to access to the investigation record.
3HZ[S` ^L WYV]PKL H SPZ[ VM HSS WLUKPUN
exemption applications under review. An
exemption is a written permission by the
Commission to engage in a prohibited
WYHJ[PJL ZOV\SK [OL HWWSPJH[PVU TLL[ [OL
JYP[LYPHZL[V\[PU[OL*VTWL[P[PVU(J[(ÄYT
can apply to the Commission to exempt
HU HNYLLTLU[ VY WYHJ[PJL VY JH[LNVY` VM
HNYLLTLU[ZVYWYHJ[PJLZMYVT[OLHWWSPJH[PVU
VM [OL *VTWL[P[PVU(J[PM[OLHNYLLTLU[VY
WYHJ[PJL JVU[YPI\[LZ [V  THPU[LUHUJL VY
WYVTV[PVU VM L_WVY[Z"  WYVTV[PVU VM [OL
HIPSP[` VM ZTHSS I\ZPULZZLZ VY JVTWHUPLZ
controlled or owned by historically
KPZHK]HU[HNLK WLYZVUZ [V ILJVTL

JVTWL[P[P]L"  JOHUNL PU WYVK\J[P]L
capacity necessary to stop decline in an
PUK\Z[Y`"HUK[OLLJVUVTPJZ[HIPSP[`VM
any industry designated by the Minister
VM;YHKLHUK0UK\Z[Y`HM[LYJVUZ\S[PUN[OL
Minister responsible for that industry.
Liberty Mncube
Chief Economist

Commission non-refers supermarkets investigation
Continued from page 2

offered by the supermarkets for the
exclusive leases.
The respondents provided numerous
YLHZVUZMVY[OLPYTHYRL[ILOH]PV\YPUJS\KPUN
the positive externality on the shopping
centre due to their presence in terms of
H[[YHJ[PUN J\Z[VTLYZ [V [OL JLU[YL HZ ^LSS
as the need to protect the investment in the
store and recoup the investment made.
>OPSZ[ [OLZL HYN\TLU[Z TH` OVSK ZVTL
TLYP[[OL`HYLH[VKKZ^P[O[OLHWWYVHJO[V
L_JS\ZP]P[`[HRLUI`[OLZ\WLYTHYRL[NYV\WZ
as these are applied in a blanket manner
across all stores and for extensive periods of
[PTL\W[V`LHYZ;OL\UP]LYZHSTHUULY
in which the exclusivity clauses are applied
suggests that the exclusivity is not tied to a
case-by-case analysis of the probable risk
of each investment.
-\Y[OLYTVYL [OL SVUN K\YH[PVU VM [OL
exclusivity implies that the requirement is
UV[ [PLK [V [OL YLJV\WTLU[ VM PU]LZ[TLU[
since the supermarkets typically expect to
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recoup their initial investment in a much
ZOVY[LY WLYPVK VM [PTL UV[ TVYL [OHU Ä]L
or six years.
The Commission remains concerned about
the barriers to entry into the grocery retailing
industry and the potential dampening
LMMLJ[Z VM L_JS\ZP]L SLHZLZ VU JVTWL[P[PVU
particularly as they affect small businesses.
Its investigation found that small competitors
require retail space in shopping centres in
order to compete effectively as malls provide
a destination shopping experience which
is convenient to customers. Retail space
outside of a shopping centre is therefore
not a good substitute for space inside the
centre.
Precluding small competitors from gaining
space in shopping malls may impact on their
ability to enter the market and to effectively
grow and compete.
The Commission therefore aims to
address the residual competition and
public interest concerns arising out of

the conduct of the respondents through
advocacy engagements with key industry
Z[HRLOVSKLYZ PUJS\KPUN Z\WLYTHYRL[Z ;OL
Commission will advocate against the
parties entering into long-term exclusive
agreements by default for each new
development and encourage their use only
^OLYL Q\Z[PÄLK I` [OL PU]LZ[TLU[ THKL I`
the supermarket in a particular centre.
The Commission will also advocate that
the length of exclusivity granted should be
YLSH[LK[V[OLSLUN[OVMÄUHUJPUNHNYLLTLU[Z
or the period required to recoup the initial
investment.
The Commission is pleased with the
Banking Association’s written undertaking
that its members do not require an exclusive
agreement between the developers and
anchor tenants as a condition for funding a
development. It welcomes the stance taken
by some landlords rejecting exclusivity as a
TH[[LYVMWYPUJPWSL\USLZZWYVWLYS`Q\Z[PÄLK
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Commission halts Van Schaik Bookstores’
attempt to swallow Juta Bookshops
Rakgole Mokolo

On 3 September 2013, the Commission
prohibited a small merger whereby Van
Schaik Bookstores (Van Schaik), a division
of Times Media (Pty) Ltd (Times Media),
intended to acquire Juta Bookshops, a
division of Juta and Company Ltd, as a
going concern.
In terms of the proposed transaction,
Times Media intended to acquire certain
assets and liabilities of Juta and Company,
in particular 10 academic bookshops
located on and off university campuses
in Cape Town (including Stellenbosch),
Johannesburg and Pretoria. As the
proposed transaction was a small merger,
[OL TLYNPUN WHY[PLZ ]VS\U[HYPS` UV[PÄLK [OL
deal in order for the Commission to assess
whether it will substantially prevent or
lessen competition in the market.
The Commission found that the activities
of the merging parties overlapped for
the bookshops serving the University
of Johannesburg (Auckland Park) (UJ),
Johannesburg Central (Wits University
and Carlton Centre) (Johannesburg
*LU[YHS <UP]LYZP[` VM 7YL[VYPH /H[ÄLSK
(UP), University of Cape Town (UCT),
Parow Centre (Cape Town), Stellenbosch
University (SUN), Tshwane University of
Technology main campus (TUT main
campus) and Tshwane University of
Technology Arcadia Campus (TUT Arcadia
campus).
The Commission carried out an extensive
investigation, which included consultations
with the store managers of the merging
parties’
bookshops,
competitors,
publishers and students, to assist its
understanding of the relevant markets
and the likely effects of the proposed
transaction in each area of overlap.
The Commission established that the
relevant product market for the analysis of
[OL WYVWVZLK [YHUZHJ[PVU ^HZ ZWLJPÄJHSS`

1

the market for the retail sale of academic
books, excluding the sale of general books,
school books and religious books, since
these types of books are not substitutable.
The merging parties also sell school books
in their bookshops, but the Commission’s
investigation revealed that there were
Z\MÄJPLU[ Z\WWSPLYZ HUK WV[LU[PHS Z\WWSPLYZ
of school books. It was thus unlikely that the
proposed merger would raise competition
concerns in this market.
The Commission also considered whether
online sale of academic books is in the
same market as brick and mortar. It found
that online sale of academic books does
not form part of the same relevant product
market for each of the areas of overlap. This
is because it does not provide a credible
alternative to students as a result of a
number of factors, including the difference
in marketing and payment methods.
The Commission also found that online
retailers mainly target students learning
through distance education as opposed
to
non-distance
learning
students.
Furthermore, online sale of academic books
has not provided effective competitive
constraint in most areas in which the
activities of the merging parties overlap.
Students in various universities use
bookstores that stock their prescribed text
books. These bookshops are often located
either on campus and a few kilometres off
campus.
The Commission conducted student
PU[LY]PL^Z ^OPJO JVUÄYTLK [OL ]PL^ [OH[
the geographic market is likely to be within
a 5 km radius of each university campus.
During
these
investigations,
the
Commission asked students to indicate
which bookshops they considered to be
viable options: the vast majority of students
interviewed at each university campus said

that they purchased their books within a
5 km radius of their campus.
Students were also asked to indicate which
IVVRZ[VYLZ ^LYL [OLPY ÄYZ[ HUK ZLJVUK
best option. The results showed that these
bookshops were also located within a 5 km
radius of their campus.
Competitors of the merging parties also
JVUÄYTLK[OH[[OL`JVTWL[L^P[OPUHJSVZL
proximity of university campuses.
The Commission concluded that the
relevant product market is the market for
the sale of academic books through brick
and mortar outlets. The Commission’s
view was supported by submissions from
market participants who were interviewed.
The Commission also considered whether
the implementation of the proposed merger
would result in the removal of an effective
competitor and lead to higher prices for
academic books aimed at students.
In respect of the Parow Centre and the
Carlton Centre areas, the Commission
found that the proposed merger was
unlikely to raise competition concerns in
brick and mortar outlets. These bookshops
cater predominantly for UNISA students
who are mainly distance learning students
HUKILULÄ[MYVTHYHUNLVMZ\WWSPLYZ
The Commission therefore found that the
proposed merger was unlikely to raise
competition concerns in respect of the
Parow Centre and the Carlton Centre1
areas.
However, in respect of most of the
remaining markets, the Commission found
that the proposed transaction would
reduce the number of sellers of academic
books through brick and mortar outlets
from three to two players.
To page 5

The Van Schaik Bookshop at Wits caters for the non-distance students based at the Braamfontein campus. Van Schaik Bookshop at Parow Centre and Juta Bookshops at
Parow Centre and Carlton Centre cater for UNISA distance learning students. Online retailers indicated that they target UNISA students and, as such, the Commission was
of the view that the merging parties’ bookshops in Parow Centre and Carlton Centre face competitive constraints from online academic retailers.
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The vast majority of students interviewed
by the Commission indicated that they
do not buy academic books from online
retailers and that they do not consider
online academic retailers as a viable
alternative. The Commission’s view that
online retailers exert only a very limited
competitive constraint on brick and mortar
retailers was supported by other academic
bookshops.
The merging parties submitted that the
implementation of the proposed merger
would create a number of pro-competitive
LMÄJPLUJ`NHPUZ[OH[JV\SKILWHZZLKVU[V
customers.
The merged entity would account for high
market shares in all of the affected markets
for the retail sale of academic books and
will be dominant in terms of the Competition
Act (Act 89 of 1998, as amended) (the Act).
The market shares showed that the
merged entity would acquire market power
as a result of the proposed merger, and
the merging parties did not dispute this.
However, the merging parties assured the
Commission that the merged entity would
not abuse the acquired market power
position post-merger because inter alia
there are low barriers to entry, customer
countervailing power and the role of online
academic retailers.
Many of the entities and students
interviewed expressed concerns, however,
that the implementation of the proposed
merger would result in a substantial
prevention or lessening of competition.
The Commission’s investigation showed
that the implementation of the proposed
merger was likely to result in the removal
of an effective competitor from each of
the SUN, UCT, UJ and TUT main campus
areas, while it would result in the removal
of a potential and credible competitor from
the TUT Arcadia area.
The Commission’s view was also
supported by the merging parties’ own
bookshop managers and the analysis of
their bookshops’ pricing and volume data.
The Commission found that the proposed
merger was, however, unlikely to

CompetitionNews

substantially prevent or lessen competition
PU [OL <7 HYLH HZ [OLYL HYL Z\MÄJPLU[
alternative academic text book retailers
that will continue to exercise a competitive
constraint post-merger.

;OL*VTTPZZPVUPU[LYYVNH[LK[OLLMÄJPLUJ`
claims of the merging parties after which
they conceded that it was not expected
[OH[LMÄJPLUJPLZ^V\SKILNLULYH[LK
Their claims that there would be an

The Commission also found that barriers
to entry are not as low as claimed by the
merging parties.
Factors such as access to the universities’
book list, capital investments and proximity
of the bookshops to the university
campuses are not easily surmountable.
Also, a review of the merging parties’ lease
HNYLLTLU[ZJVUÄYTLK[OH[[OLZLJV\SKIL
extended and the merging parties have
occupied certain premises for a long time.

PTWYV]LTLU[ PU LMÄJPLUJ` HWWLHYLK [V
YLSH[L [V WLJ\UPHY` LMÄJPLUJPLZ ^OPJO
were unlikely to offset the anti-competitive
effects of the proposed transaction.
The Commission was of the view that
the merged entity would have market
power post-merger that would enable it to
WYVÄ[HIS` PUJYLHZL WYPJLZ H[ [OL HMMLJ[LK
relevant markets.
The Commission also assessed the vertical

The Commission found that not all
customers have countervailing power,
especially students who form the majority
of customers of the merging parties.
( ZPNUPÄJHU[ HTV\U[ VM [OL TLYNPUN
parties’ academic books are sold directly
to students who are unable to exercise
countervailing power in terms of the Act.
Although institutional customers, such as
universities, possess bargaining power,
this was unlikely to protect students from
unilateral price increases.

relationship between Juta Bookshops and

The Commission found no evidence to
support the merging parties’ view that
online academic retailers will constrain the
ability of the merged entity from unilaterally
increasing prices. Among the factors which
restrict online sales is students’ lack of
access to credit card facilities which is the
primary payment method.

not address the anti-competitive harm that

the Times Media Group which controls
Van Schaik. The Commission found that
this relationship was unlikely to raise any
foreclosure concerns.
The Commission also considered whether
the substantial prevention or lessening
VM JVTWL[P[PVU [OH[ ^HZ PKLU[PÄLK JV\SK
be remedied. The parties suggested
structural and behavioural remedies but
the Commission found that these would
would result from the proposed merger.
The Commission was therefore of the view
that the merged entity would have market
power and the incentive to unilaterally
To page 6
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Commission approves the AgriGroupe and
AFGRI merger without conditions
Xolela Nokele

6U  -LIY\HY`  [OL *VTTPZZPVU
recommended that the Tribunal approve
the acquisition of the entire issued share
JHWP[HSVM(-.903[K(-.90I`(NYP.YV\WL
/VSKPUNZ 7[` 3[K (NYP.YV\WL ^P[OV\[
conditions.
AgriGroupe is a newly incorporated
company and does not offer services or
products. Its controlling companies are
not active in South Africa.
The Commission’s investigation of the
proposed merger found that there is no
overlap in the activities of the merging
WHY[PLZ HZ (NYP.YV\WL KVLZ UV[ VMMLY
any products or services that can be
considered similar and interchangeable to
those offered by AFGRI.
The Commission was thus of the view
that the proposed merger was unlikely to
substantially prevent or lessen competition
in the market for agricultural commodities
trading and other related services.
5V[^P[OZ[HUKPUN [OPZ [OL *VTTPZZPVU
received
concerns
from
various
stakeholders relating to public interest
concerns that are likely to arise as a
result of the proposed transaction.
The Commission received voluntary
submissions from the African Farmers’

(ZZVJPH[PVU VM :V\[O (MYPJH (-(:( [OL
Economic
Development
Department
,++ [OL +LWHY[TLU[ VM ;YHKL HUK
0UK\Z[Y` +;0 [OL +LWHY[TLU[ VM 9\YHS
+L]LSVWTLU[HUK3HUK9LMVYT+9+39
the South African Communist Party
:(*7 [OL +LWHY[TLU[ VM (NYPJ\S[\YL
-VYLZ[Y` HUK -PZOLYPLZ +(-- HUK [OL
5H[PVUHS(MYPJHU-HYTLYZ»<UPVU5(-<
AFASA raised a number of public
interest issues in relation to the merger.
0U WHY[PJ\SHY P[ JHSSLK MVY [OL WYVWVZLK
merger to be blocked alleging that black
MHYTLYZ HYL J\YYLU[S` YLJLP]PUN ILULÄ[Z
MYVT (-.90 0[ ZHPK [OH[ WVZ[TLYNLY
these farmers are unlikely to get any
ILULÄ[ZMYVT(NYP.YV\WL

public interest issues that the departments
OHKPKLU[PÄLK
Some of the concerns raised by EDD
related to







AFASA also made submissions relating to
the position that AFGRI currently holds in
[OLHYLHZPU^OPJOP[VWLYH[LZHUK[OLMHJ[
that the agri-logistics infrastructure which
it operates is an ‘essential facility’. AFASA
argued that the merger would allow a
foreign entity to have control over the
South African grain trading value chain.
The EDD raised concerns on behalf of the
+;0+(--HUK+9+39;OL,++PUKPJH[LK
that it did not oppose the proposed merger
but would like the merger to be approved
subject to conditions that address certain

[OL MHJ[ [OH[ (NYP.YV\WL PZ SPRLS` [V
increase the silo storage costs in
2^HA\S\5H[HS 4W\THSHUNH HUK
Gauteng as it will own the majority of
silos and the related infrastructure in
these provinces;
[OL SPRLS` PTWHJ[ VM [OL WYVWVZLK
merger on food security in South
Africa;
[OL WVZZPIPSP[` [OH[ (NYP.YV\WL ^PSS
export all the grain to other countries;
and that
(NYP.YV\WLPZSPRLS`[VTV]L(-.90»Z
business to Mauritius to take
advantage of the taxation regime in
that country.

The SACP indicated that it supported
AFASA’s submission and that the proposed
[YHUZHJ[PVU PZ SPRLS` [V HMMLJ[ HIV\[ 
workers. The SACP also submitted that
the proposed transaction would result
in the loss of a unique opportunity for
effective and broad based BEE in the
agricultural production and marketing
value chain. The SACP has also made
To page 7

Commission halts Van Schaik Bookstores’ attempt to
swallow Juta Bookshops
Continued from page 5

increase the prices of academic books to
Z[\KLU[Z 6U [OL ^OVSL [OL *VTTPZZPVU
found that the proposed transaction would
substantially prevent or lessen competition
in the retail sale of academic books within
LHJOVM[OL:<5<*;<1;<;THPUHUK
TUT Arcadia markets.

was likely to result in the retrenchments

The merging parties indicated that the
implementation of the proposed merger

operate the bookstores with the bookstore
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VM LTWSV`LLZ H[ OLHK VMÄJL SL]LS ;OL
merging parties had in place an agreement
that provided for the restructuring of
Juta

Bookshops

due

to

operational

requirements though they maintained in
their rationale that they would continue to
WLYZVUULSWVZ[TLYNLY

;OL *VTTPZZPVU KPK UV[ OH]L Z\MÄJPLU[
L]PKLUJL OV^L]LY [V Z\NNLZ[ [OH[ [OL
implementation of the proposed merger
^V\SKNP]LYPZL[VZPNUPÄJHU[W\ISPJPU[LYLZ[
ILULÄ[Z^OPJOJV\SKQ\Z[PM`[OLHWWYV]HSVM
the proposed merger.
The Commission therefore prohibited the
WYVWVZLKTLYNLYPU[LYTZVMZLJ[PVU
IPPPVM[OL(J[
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submissions regarding the ‘possible risks’
associated with the proposed transaction
and the likely impact of this transaction on
JVTTLYJPHSMHYTLYZPU[OLRL`NYHPU
producing areas of South Africa.
NAFU said that it supported the proposed
transaction subject to the Commission
receiving various commitments from the
merging parties. It understood that black
MHYTLYZ^V\SKILULÄ[MYVT[OL[YHUZHJ[PVU
directly by way of shareholding to be made
available to them.
5(-<»Z JVUJLYU OV^L]LY ^HZ [OH[ [OPZ
might not be realised as they were not
NP]LU ZWLJPÄJ PUMVYTH[PVU VU OV^ [OPZ
would be implemented. It requested the
*VTTPZZPVU [V NL[ H ÄYT JVTTP[TLU[
from the merging parties and impose a
condition in this regard.
NAFU was also concerned that the price
of the shares of AFGRI would become
WYVOPIP[P]L[VZTHSSMHYTLYZ\USLZZZWLJPÄJ
arrangements were in place to cater for
this.
The Commission found that the concerns
raised could be assessed under the
following public interest themes as
stipulated in the Act:
P ,MMLJ[VULTWSV`TLU[¶;OLWVZZPIPSP[`
of the merger raising concerns if
there is duplication of functions and
restructuring which might lead to a
negative impact on employment postmerger.
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PP ,MMLJ[VUHWHY[PJ\SHYPUK\Z[YPHSZLJ[VY
YLNPVU ¶ 0U [OPZ YLNHYK JVUJLYUZ
relate to a threat to food security
through the control of silos which are
a key and strategic asset in storing
food. AFGRI plays a dominant role in
the grain storage and trading industry
and control over AFGRI could result
in the diversion of grain from South
(MYPJH [V MVYLPNU THYRL[Z PUJYLHZL
in exports of grain and a threat to
domestic supply and an increase in
the price of grain.
PPP 0TWHJ[ VU [OL HIPSP[` VM ZTHSS
I\ZPULZZLZ VY ÄYTZ JVU[YVSSLK I`
historically disadvantaged individuals
PU ILJVTPUN JVTWL[P[P]L ò ;OL
merger may result in the reversal of
ILULÄ[Z J\YYLU[S` H]HPSHISL [V ISHJR
MHYTLYZHUK[OH[[OLTLYNLYYLTV]LZ
the opportunity for black economic
empowerment in the agricultural
sector.
In its assessment of each of the public
PU[LYLZ[ PZZ\LZ YHPZLK [OL *VTTPZZPVU
KPKUV[ÄUKHU`L]PKLUJL[VZ\NNLZ[[OH[
the proposed transaction would have a
negative impact.
The Commission found that AgriGroupe
would not have the incentive or the ability
to direct or control the trading of grain from
South Africa to other countries as it might
not be economically feasible to do so.
The Commission found no evidence
that AgriGroupe would not continue to
provide the assistance currently provided

by AFGRI to small farmers and that the
proposed transaction does not dilute the
),,ZOHYLOVSKPUNPU(-.90>P[OYLZWLJ[
[V LTWSV`TLU[ [OL *VTTPZZPVU MV\UK
that the merger is in fact likely to create
job opportunities in the long term.
There were also concerns raised which
were not dealt with by the Commission
as they fell outside what the Commission
is empowered to investigate under public
interest issues.
;OL *VTTPZZPVU KVLZ UV[ OV^L]LY
consider those concerns as invalid or less
ZPNUPÄJHU[ HUK Z[HRLOVSKLYZ HMMLJ[LK JHU
pursue these concerns further with the
relevant institutions.
The
Commission
referred
its
recommendations
to
the
Tribunal
VU  -LIY\HY`  YLJVTTLUKPUN
the transaction be approved without
conditions. After the Commission had
referred its recommendations to the
;YPI\UHS ,++ VU ILOHSM VM NV]LYUTLU[
departments that had raised concerns
HIV\[ [OL [YHUZHJ[PVU LU[LYLK PU[V HU
agreement with AFGRI which addressed
some of the concerns raised and requested
the agreement to be made a condition
on the approval of the transaction. The
agreement was submitted to the Tribunal
VU-LIY\HY`
;OL TH[[LY ^HZ OLHYK VU  4HYJO 
and the Tribunal approved the transaction
subject to the conditions as agreed
between the merging parties and various
government departments that had raised
concerns about the proposed transaction.
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(ZWLUJSLHYLK[VHJX\PYL7ÄaLY5\[YP[PVU
Werner Rysbergen and Katerina Barzeva

The merger between Aspen Nutritionals
(ZWLU HUK [OL :V\[O (MYPJHU PUMHU[
U\[YP[PVUI\ZPULZZVM7ÄaLY5\[YP[PVU7ÄaLY
5\[YP[PVU YLSH[LZ [V PUMHU[ TPSR MVYT\SH
which is used either as a supplement or as
the primary source of nutrition for infants
\W[V[OLHNLVMÄ]L`LHYZ
7YLTLYNLY [OL PUMHU[ MVYT\SH THYRL[
in South Africa was highly concentrated
^P[O [OYLL THPU WSH`LYZ 5LZ[St (ZWLU
HUK 7ÄaLY 5\[YP[PVU HUK V[OLY ZTHSSLY
competitors. Products in this market are
OPNOS` KPMMLYLU[PH[LK I` IYHUKPUN ZLSSPUN
JOHUULS LN YL[HPS Z[VYLZ WOHYTHJPLZ
HUK OVZWP[HSZ HUK WHJR ZPaLZ 0UMHU[
formula markets are also characterised
I` ZPNUPÄJHU[ LU[Y` IHYYPLYZ WHY[PJ\SHYS`
in that the marketing and promotion of
infant milk formula is highly regulated by
government.
>OLU ZLSLJ[PUN H IYHUK MVY W\YJOHZL
consumer choice is driven primarily
I` WYPVY L_WLYPLUJL VM [OL IYHUK HUK
YLJVTTLUKH[PVUZMYVTMHTPS`MYPLUKZHUK
OLHS[OJHYL WYVMLZZPVUHSZ :PTPSHYS` [OL
comfort or discomfort of an infant with a
particular brand also determines whether
that brand is purchased or not.
;OLHJX\PZP[PVUVM7ÄaLY5\[YP[PVUI`(ZWLU
arose from the conditions imposed by the
Tribunal in its decision when it conditionally
HWWYV]LK [OL HJX\PZP[PVU VM 7ÄaLY I`
5LZ[St:(;OLJVUKP[PVUZPTWVZLKI`[OL
;YPI\UHS PU [OH[ TH[[LY YLX\PYLK 5LZ[St [V
effectively license the South African infant
MVYT\SH IYHUKZ VM 7ÄaLY 5\[YP[PVU [V HU
appropriate third party.
The license agreement would be in
WSHJL MVY H WLYPVK VM  `LHYZ SPJLUZL
WLYPVK K\YPUN ^OPJO [OL SPJLUZLL ^V\SK
IL YLX\PYLK [V YLIYHUK 7ÄaLY 5\[YP[PVU»Z
infant formula brands (including the more
WVW\SHY : YHUNL ( ¸ISHJRV\[ WLYPVK¹
VM`LHYZ^V\SKMVSSV^[OLSPJLUZLWLYPVK
HUK K\YPUN [OPZ WLYPVK ULP[OLY 5LZ[St UVY
[OLSPJLUZLL^V\SKILHSSV^LK[VZLSS7ÄaLY
Nutrition’s infant formula brands in South

(MYPJH;OPZ^HZ[OLÄYZ[[PTLPU[OL:V\[O
African competition law regime that a
remedy of this nature was considered and
accepted by the Tribunal.
The
Commission
subsequently
recommended
that
the
Tribunal
unconditionally approve the acquisition
VM 7ÄaLY 5\[YP[PVU I` (ZWLU 0U P[Z
YLJVTTLUKH[PVU
[OL
*VTTPZZPVU
assessed the bidding process during
which Aspen was selected as the
preferred licensee in order to test whether
5LZ[St»ZJOVPJLVM(ZWLUOHKILLUKYP]LU
I` JVTTLYJPHS JVUZPKLYH[PVUZ PUJS\KPUN
the weakening of competitive constraints
5LZ[StMHJLKPU[OLTHYRL[
The Commission’s assessment of the likely
effect of the merger tested the closeness
of competition between Aspen’s infant
MVYT\SH IYHUKZ HUK [OVZL VM 7ÄaLY
Nutrition. This assessment included a
consideration of whether the proposed
(ZWLU7ÄaLY5\[YP[PVU merger substantially
LSPTPUH[LK WV[LU[PHS JVTWL[P[PVU YHPZLK
entry barriers and consequently was likely
to result in the merged entity being in a
WVZP[PVU[VWYVÄ[HIS`YHPZLWYPJLZ(UV[OLY
consideration was whether the proposed
merger was likely to facilitate or strengthen
existing co-ordination.
The Commission’s assessment did not
uncover any evidence to suggest that
5LZ[St OHK PUKLLK ZLSLJ[LK (ZWLU HZ H
means of weakening future competitive
JVUZ[YHPU[Z P[ MHJLK HZ [OL SHYNLZ[ ÄYT PU
the market. The Commission found that
(ZWLU HUK 7ÄaLY 5\[YP[PVU»Z IYHUKZ ^LYL
not each other’s closest competitor in
any of the market segments and that a
post-merger unilateral price increase by
[OL TLYNLK LU[P[` (ZWLU ^HZ \USPRLS`
[V IL WYVÄ[HISL ;OPZ HZZLZZTLU[ HSZV
relied on the testimony of witnesses who
^VYR HZ KPL[PJPHUZ WHLKPH[YPJPHUZ HUK
mid-wives who interact and recommend
PUMHU[ MVYT\SH [V JVUZ\TLYZ TV[OLYZ
and retailers who on-sell formula to
consumers.

Assessing the effect of the merger
on potential competition required a
comparison of the changes that the
merger was likely to bring in the market
[V H ZP[\H[PVU ^OLYL [OL 7ÄaLY 5\[YP[PVU
brands were owned by a third party
given
the Tribunal’s decision in the
conditional approval of the 5LZ[St7ÄaLY
5\[YP[PVU merger. The Commission found
[OH[ UVUL VM [OL V[OLY ÄYTZ [OH[ ^LYL
currently operating in the South African
infant formula market were interested in
HJX\PYPUN7ÄaLY5\[YP[PVU»ZIYHUKZ
0U[LYUH[PVUHS ÄYTZ HUK VUL SVJHS ÄYT [OH[
are currently not operating in the South
African infant formula market expressed
PU[LYLZ[ PU HJX\PYPUN [OL 7ÄaLY 5\[YP[PVU
brands and submitted bids which were
L]HS\H[LK I` 5LZ[St (Z WHY[ VM [OL
*VTTPZZPVU»ZHZZLZZTLU[VM[OLTLYNLY
consideration was given to the plans that
[OLZLÄYTZOHKPU[OLL]LU[[OH[[OL`^LYL
the successful bidder for the business of
7ÄaLY 5\[YP[PVU HZ ^LSS HZ MVY [OL WSHUZ
[OL ÄYTZ OHK MVY LU[LYPUN [OL :V\[O
African infant formula market in the event
VM [OL \UZ\JJLZZM\S HJX\PZP[PVU VM 7ÄaLY
Nutrition’s brands.
The Commission found that it was unlikely
[OH[ [OLZL ÄYTZ ^V\SK LU[LY [OL :V\[O
African infant formula market in the
HIZLUJL VM HJX\PYPUN [OL 7ÄaLY 5\[YP[PVU
brands as they considered the market to
be relatively small.
The main questions around the elimination
of potential competition centred on an
assessment of the likely future market
position of Aspen’s newly introduced
IYHUKZWYPTHYPS`0UMHJHYL.VSK^OPJOOHK
ILLUPU[YVK\JLK[VYP]HS5LZ[St»Z5(5HUK
7ÄaLY5\[YP[PVU»Z:.VSKIYHUK/V^L]LY
such a strategy was unsuccessful. The
Commission found that Infacare Gold was
not currently the closest competing brand
[VLP[OLY5LZ[StVY7ÄaLY5\[YP[PVU»ZIYHUK
0U HKKP[PVU L]PKLUJL WYV]PKLK I`
healthcare practitioners suggested that
To page 9
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consumers perceived Infacare Gold as a
THPUZ[YLHTSV^PUJVTL ZLNTLU[ IYHUK
partly because Aspen’s most popular
IYHUK0UMHJHYL9LN\SHYPZWVZP[PVULKPU[OPZ
segment. The Commission was therefore
of the view that the competitive constraints
imposed by Infacare Gold were likely to
remain the same in the foreseeable future
LZWLJPHSS` NP]LU [OL ZPNUPÄJHU[ YLN\SH[VY`
JVUZ[YHPU[Z[OLÄYTZOH]L[VNYHWWSL^P[O
in promoting their products.
The Tribunal and the Commission were
also concerned about the effect of the
TLYNLYVU[OLWYHJ[PJHSP[`YLHZVUHISLULZZ
and effectiveness of the remedy that
had been imposed in the 5LZ[St7ÄaLY
5\[YP[PVU TLYNLY PL ^OL[OLY [OL TLYNLY
restored competition that had been lost
as a result of the merger. The Commission
found that consumer choice was unlikely
to be affected by the merger as Aspen
had indicated its intentions to retain both
0UMHJHYL.VSKHUK:.VSKPU[OLTHYRL[
and that the merged entity was unlikely

CompetitionNews

to have market power post-merger. In
WHY[PJ\SHYI`YL[HPUPUN[OL:.VSKIYHUK
PU [OL THYRL[ (ZWLU ^V\SK YLZ[VYL [OL
KPYLJ[JVTWL[P[PVU[V5LZ[St»Z5(5

MVY[OL7ÄaLY5\[YP[PVUIYHUKZMYVT(ZWLU
[V 7ÄaLY 5\[YP[PVU OH]PUN [OYLL ÄYTZ
PUZ[LHK VM [^V ^V\SK OH]L H ZPNUPÄJHU[
impact on competitive outcomes.

The high levels of concentration in the
South African infant formula market mean
that the Commission and the Tribunal
considered the possibility of the merger
creating conditions for co-ordination.
Given the history of the licensing of
7ÄaLY 5\[YP[PVU»Z IYHUKZ [V (ZWLU
the Commission considered evidence
of changes in competitive outcomes
MVSSV^PUN [OL [YHUZMLY VM 7ÄaLY 5\[YP[PVU»Z
license from Aspen to itself. This included
HU HZZLZZTLU[ VM WYPJPUN V\[JVTLZ HUK
market share shifts. The Commission
found no evidence to suggest that there
may have been co-ordination in the past
VY[OH[[OLHJX\PZP[PVUVM7ÄaLY5\[YP[PVUI`
Aspen would facilitate co-ordination.

Given the high level of product
KPMMLYLU[PH[PVU HUK [OL MHJ[ [OH[ (ZWLU»Z
HJX\PZP[PVU VM 7ÄaLY 5\[YP[PVU»Z IYHUKZ
meant that it was building a product
portfolio to more fully compete with
[OL KVTPUHU[ PUJ\TILU[ 5LZ[St [OL
Commission was of the view that Aspen
would have limited incentive to co-ordinate
^P[O5LZ[St
Following a week of hearing testimony
MYVT MHJ[\HS ^P[ULZZLZ [OL *VTTPZZPVU
HUK LJVUVTPJ L_WLY[Z [OL ;YPI\UHS
approved the merger without conditions
VU +LJLTILY

4VZ[ PTWVY[HU[S` P[ KPK UV[ HWWLHY HZ
though the historic transfer of the license
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Cartel overcharges in concrete pipes
HUK^OLH[ÅV\YHUK[OLPTWHJ[VM[OL
interventions of competition authorities
Tapera Muzata

The subject of how harmful cartels are to
[OL LJVUVT` HUK JVUZ\TLYZ ZWLJPÄJHSS`
is ripe for discussion in South Africa.
This is particularly so given the more
recent uncovering of cartels in food and
PU[LYTLKPH[L WYVK\J[Z PUJS\KPUN PU [OL
construction industry.
The extent of cartel conduct in the
construction sector has left many
Z[HRLOVSKLYZPUJS\KPUN[OL*VTTPZZPVUPU
a state of disbelief and disappointment at
how a sector of high strategic importance
to the country could allow itself to engage
in such harmful behaviour.
;OL HPT OLYL PZ [V OPNOSPNO[ [OL ILULÄ[Z
to the economy and consumers of the
interventions of competition authorities in
uncovering and breaking up cartels. Two
L_HTWSLZ HYL KPZJ\ZZLK OLYL ¶ [OL ^OLH[
ÅV\YHUK[OLJVUJYL[LWPWLZJHY[LSZ
;OL ^OLH[ ÅV\Y JHY[LS ^HZ JVTWVZLK VM
ÄYTZ PU]VS]LK PU ^OLH[ TPSSPUN PUJS\KPUN
7PVULLY -VVKZ -VVKJVYW ;PNLY )YHUKZ
and Premier Foods. The cartel operated
MYVT
[VLHYS`
>OLH[ ÅV\Y PZ ZVSK [V KPMMLYLU[ \ZLYZ ^OV
PUJS\KL PUK\Z[YPHS J\Z[VTLYZ PUKLWLUKLU[
bakeries and end-consumers who buy
ÅV\YWHJRLKPUZTHSSLYWHJRZMYVTYL[HPSLYZ
The national precast concrete products
WYLJHZ[ JVUJYL[L WPWLZ J\S]LY[Z HUK
THUOVSLZ JHY[LS ^HZ MV\UKLK I` 9VJSH
HUK 0UMYHZL[ PU   0[ PU]VS]LK WYPJL
Ä_PUN PUJS\KPUN JYLKP[ [LYTZ HUK SL]LS VM
KPZJV\U[ZTHYRL[HSSVJH[PVUHUKJVSS\ZP]L
[LUKLYPUN6]LY[PTLV[OLYÄYTZ:V\[OLYU
7PWLSPUL *VU[YHJ[VYZ *VUJYL[L <UP[Z
.YHSPV *VIYV *HWL *VUJYL[L *VUYP[L
>HSSZ*YHPN*VUJYL[L7YVK\J[ZHUK+ +
joined the cartel and three regional cartel
arrangements were established.

It is widely accepted across the world
PUJS\KPUN I` :V\[O (MYPJHU JV\Y[Z [OH[
cartel conduct ranks amongst the most
harmful of anti-competitive conduct.
The harm from cartel conduct arises as a
YLZ\S[ VM V\[W\[ YLK\J[PVU OPNOLY WYPJLZ
reduced non-price rivalry and/or reduced
consumer choice.
>OLU ÄYTZ JVSS\KL [OL` OH]L H YLK\JLK
PUJLU[P]L [V PTWYV]L LMÄJPLUJPLZ [V SV^LY
costs and reduce prices as they will not
be under threat of losing business to their
rivals.
This is detrimental to consumers.
The harm a cartel causes can be measured
by the difference between the prices
charged to customers during the period

in which the cartel conduct occurred and
the price that would have been charged
to customers during the same period had
[OLÄYTZUV[JVSS\KLK;OPZPZRUV^UHZ[OL
cartel overcharge.
The cartel overcharge also measures the
ILULÄ[ VM [OL PU[LY]LU[PVUZ VM JVTWL[P[PVU
authorities in that by breaking down
JHY[LSZ J\Z[VTLYZ VY JVUZ\TLYZ YLJLP]L
[OLILULÄ[ZVMJVTWL[P[PVUZ\JOHZSV^LY
prices. Lower prices in this case does not
necessarily mean reduced prices relative
[V[OLWLYPVKPU^OPJO[OLJHY[LSVWLYH[LK
but rather that in some instances the price
increases would not be as high as they
would have been had the cartel continued
to operate.
Two recent studies have attempted to
LZ[PTH[L [OL ZPaL VM JHY[LS V]LYJOHYNLZ
To page 11
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following the uncovering of cartels in the
JVUJYL[LWPWLZHUK^OLH[ÅV\YTHYRL[Z
0U [OL JVUJYL[L WPWLZ JHY[LS Z[\K`
consumers were found to have been
V]LYJOHYNLK IL[^LLU   HUK   PU
[OL 2^HA\S\5H[HS YLNPVU HUK IL[^LLU
  HUK   PU .H\[LUN B2O\THSV L[
HS 1] during the period in which the
cartel operated.
0U [OL JHZL VM [OL ^OLH[ TPSSPUN JHY[LS
independent bakeries were found to have
been charged prices that were between
 HUK OPNOLY[OHU[OL`^V\SKOH]L
WHPKOHK[OLYLILLUUVJVSS\ZPVUB4UJ\IL
].
These estimates of cartel overcharges are
PUSPUL^P[OÄUKPUNZMYVT]HYPV\ZZ[\KPLZVM
different cartels across the world where

median cartel overcharges are estimated
[V IL IL[^LLU   HUK   ^P[O
some cartels estimated to have average
V]LYJOHYNLZIL[^LLU HUK 
The two studies discussed in this article
indicate that the intervention of the
JVTWL[P[PVU H\[OVYP[PLZ ^HZ ILULÄJPHS [V
JVUZ\TLYZ HZ WYPJLZ PU [OLZL THYRL[Z
would have currently been higher than
[OL`HYLNP]LU[OH[[OLJHY[LSV]LYJOHYNLZ
would still have been in place.
4VYLV]LY [OLZL ZH]PUNZ [V JVUZ\TLYZ
and the economy due to the intervention
of competition authorities are of greater
ZPNUPÄJHUJL PU Z[YH[LNPJ ZLJ[VYZ Z\JO HZ
food and construction.

Z[\KPLZPUTHYRL[Z^OLYLP[OHZPU[LY]LULK
including the construction sector where
the Commission had to develop a special
mechanism (the Construction Fast Track
7YVNYHTTL [V LUZ\YL LMMLJ[P]L HUK
LMÄJPLU[ YLZVS\[PVU VM [OL JHZLZ ;OLZL
impact assessment studies should ideally
IL \UKLY[HRLU HM[LY H Z\MÄJPLU[ WLYPVK VM
time has passed following intervention.
The Commission also intends to use these
impact assessment studies to inform
possible future areas of its work and to
some extent policy recommendations to
government.

(ZWHY[VMP[Z^VYRWSHU[OL*VTTPZZPVU^PSS
conduct more of these impact assessment

 2O\THSV14HZOPHUL19VILY[Z:1º/HYTHUK6]LYJOHYNLPU[OL:V\[O(MYPJHUWYLJHZ[JVUJYL[LWYVK\J[ZJHY[LS»6_MVYK<UP]LYZP[`7YLZZ
4UJ\IL3º;OL:V\[O(MYPJHU>OLH[-SV\Y*HY[LS!6]LYJOHYNLZH[[OL4PSS»1V\YUHSVM0UK\Z[Y`*VTWL[P[PVUHUK;YHKL=VS5V+LJLTILY
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/HZ[OL;YPI\UHSPU[YVK\JLKMVYTHSÄUPUN
guidelines for cartel contraventions?
Temosho Sekgobela

0U P[Z KLJPZPVU [OL ;YPI\UHS
made
m
reference to European
jurisprudence
j
which states
that
t
a party which tacitly
approves
an unlawful initiative
ap
without
publicly distancing itself
witho
from its content or reporting it to the
administrative
authorities effectively
admini
encourages
continuation of the
encou
infringement
infrin
and compromises
its discovery.
Although RMS admitted it
OHK JVU[YH]LULK [OL (J[
it contested the extent
VM P[Z SPHIPSP[`  4VYLV]LY
RMS argued that the Tribunal could
competently impose a penalty on it
not compete
because there
ther was no turnover on which
be attached. This was
the penalty could
c
because the business of RMS had been
OVSKPUN ÄYT HUK [OL ÄYT JP[LK
ZVSK [V P[Z OV
in the referral
referra was dormant. RMS relied
VU P[Z
VM ZLJ[PVU   VM
VU
P[Z PU[LYWYL[H[PVU
PU[LYW
6U  4H`  [OL ;YPI\UHS PZZ\LK P[Z
decision in the wire mesh cartel case1 and
found against Reinforcing Mesh Solutions
7[`3[K¸94:¹HUK=\SJHUPH9LPUMVYJPUN
7[` 3[K ¸=\SJHUPH¹  ;OL KLJPZPVU KLHS[
with two main issues:

ͻ ;OL TLHUPUN VM ¸WYLJLKPUN ÄUHUJPHS



`LHY¹PU[LYTZVMZLJ[PVU VM[OL
*VTWL[P[PVU (J[ 5V   VM   HZ
HTLUKLK¸[OL(J[¹HUK
>OH[ HTV\U[Z [V HU HNYLLTLU[ PU
[LYTZVMZLJ[PVUIVM[OL(J[

The Commission referred the wire mesh
JHY[LS PU +LJLTILY   MVSSV^PUN HU
application for leniency by BRC Mesh
9LPUMVYJPUN 7[` 3[K  :\IZLX\LU[S`
(]LUN (MYPJH 3PTP[LK ¸(]LUN¹ LU[LYLK
into settlement with the Commission
^OPJO ^HZ JVUÄYTLK I` [OL ;YPI\UHS PU
(WYPS  (]LUN WHPK HU HKTPUPZ[YH[P]L
WLUHS[` HTV\U[ VM 9     VM
:[LLSLKHSL»Z(]LUN»Z[YHKPUNKP]PZPVU[V[HS
[\YUV]LYMVY[OLÄUHUJPHS`LHY;OL
Tribunal was left to adjudicate this matter
vis-a-vis Vulcania and RMS.

[OL(J[HUK[OL[LYT¸WYLJLKPUNÄUHUJPHS
`LHY¹0[YLMLYYLK[V[OLobiter dictum of the
*VTWL[P[PVU (WWLHS *V\Y[ *(* PU :7*
^OLYLP[Z[H[LK[OH[[OLWYLJLKPUNÄUHUJPHS
`LHYYLMLYZ[V[OLÄUHUJPHS`LHYWYLJLKPUN
the

imposition

of

an

administrative

WLUHS[`I`[OL;YPI\UHS*VUZLX\LU[S`[OL
HWWSPJH[PVUVM[OPZWYLJLKPUNÄUHUJPHS`LHY
would mean that any administrative penalty
imposed on RMS would be nugatory given
[OH[ [OL ÄYT JLHZLK [YHKPUN PU  HUK
has remained dormant since.
In its decision the Tribunal noted that it did

4VYLV]LY PU KL[LYTPUPUN [OL HWWYVWYPH[L
WLUHS[PLZ [V PTWVZL [OL ;YPI\UHS
developed a six-step methodology
HUHSVNV\Z [V ÄUPUN N\PKLSPULZ ;OPZ
KLJPZPVU PZ ZPNUPÄJHU[ HUK ^HZ HWWLHSLK
all the way to the Constitutional Court by
both RMS and Vulcania.

1



Vulcania denied its participation in the
cartel and argued that it was a sham to
avoid retaliation by its competitors. The
Tribunal found that Vulcania held itself to
be a member of the cartel and thus
facilitated collusion. As such it was
SPHISL \UKLY ZLJ[PVU I VM [OL (J[

not disagree with the obiter VM [OL *(*
but given the sui generis circumstances
WYLZLU[LKI`[OLWVZP[PVUVM94:P[JOVZL
a purposive approach to interpreting the
[LYT ¸WYLJLKPUN ÄUHUJPHS `LHY¹ ;OL
Tribunal thus interpreted the preceding
ÄUHUJPHS `LHY HZ H `LHY YLWYLZLU[H[P]L VM

Competition Commission v. Aveng (Africa) Limited t/a Steeledale, Reinforcing Mesh Solutions (Pty) Ltd, Vulcania
9LPUMVYJPUN7[`3[KHUK)9*4LZO9LPUMVYJPUN7[`3[K*HZL5V*9+LJ .
:V\[OLYU7PWLSPUL*VU[YHJ[VYZ *VUYP[L>HSSZ7[`3[K]*VTWL[P[PVU*VTTPZZPVU*HZL5V *(*+LJ
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UVYTHSLJVUVTPJHJ[P]P[`I`[OLÄYm. The
rationale was that the Tribunal sought

The

Commission

cross-appealed

the

[V WYL]LU[ ÄYTZ MYVT JPYJ\T]LU[PUN

PUP[ZJVUZPKLYH[PVUVMZLJ[PVU VM[OL

the provisions of the Act by simply

(J[ [OL ;YPI\UHS MHPSLK [V LTWOHZPZL [OL

restructuring.

egregiousness of cartel conduct and as

decision of the Tribunal on the basis that

such had imposed penalties that were not
Determination of penalties: Section

enough of a deterrence. The Commission

59(3) of the Act

also argued that the Tribunal ought to
OH]LOLSK[OH[OHYTHUKWYVÄ[ZMYVTJHY[LS

In determining the appropriate penalties

conduct are presumed and are not limited

[V PTWVZL VU 94: HUK =\SJHUPH [OL

[VTVUL[HY`WYVÄ[Z

Tribunal developed the following six-step
methodology:

The CAC agreed with the Tribunal’s

ϭ͘ Determination of the affected turnover

participation

ÄUKPUN HNHPUZ[ =\SJHUPH [OH[ “passive
in the relevant year of assessment;

Ϯ͘ Calculation of the base amount;
ϯ͘ Duration of infringement is used as a
multiplier;

ϰ͘ Application of the cap as per section
 "

ϱ͘ Consideration of aggravating and
mitigating factors; and

ϲ͘ 9V\UKPUNVMM[OLÄUHSHTV\U[ZOV\SK
P[L_JLLK[OLZLJ[PVU JHW

without

some

indication

[OH[ [OL ÄYT PU X\LZ[PVU KPZ[HUJLZ P[ZLSM
from the arrangement is not incongruent
with the principle in our common law that
silence may amount to acceptance of an
offer where there is a duty to speak”. The
CAC also held that the operation of section
 PU[LYTZVM[OLTLHUPUNVM¸WYLJLKPUN
ÄUHUJPHS `LHY¹ WYLZ\WWVZLZ [OH[ [OL
ÄYT OHK H M\SS ÄUHUJPHS `LHY VM UVYTHS
LJVUVTPJ HJ[P]P[` ^OLYL P[ HJOPL]LK H
[\YUV]LY WYLJLKPUN [OL PTWVZP[PVU VM [OL

;OLÄUHSWLUHS[PLZPTWVZLKI`[OL;YPI\UHS

administrative penalty.

VU IV[O =\SJHUPH HUK 94: ^LYL 9
TPSSPVUHUK9TPSSPVUYLZWLJ[P]LS`

The CAC agreed with the Tribunal’s
purposive interpretation of the section

Both Vulcania and RMS appealed to the

Z[H[PUN [OH[ [OL [LYT ¸WYLJLKPUN ÄUHUJPHS

CAC against the decision of the Tribunal.

`LHY¹ KVLZ UV[ Z\NNLZ[ ¸PTTLKPH[LS`
WYLJLKPUN¹HUKT\Z[YLSH[L[V[OL[PTL[OL

Vulcania argued that the Act expressly

ÄYT ^HZ [YHKPUN ;OL *(* KPZTPZZLK [OL

requires the existence of an agreement

Commission’s cross-appeal on the basis

which implies a consensus with the cartel

that the Tribunal’s methodology achieved

members and that the Tribunal had erred

[OLVIQLJ[P]LZZL[V\[PUZLJ[PVU VM[OL

by inferring the existence of an agreement

Act.

from its participation in the cartel. Vulcania
also contended that the Tribunal’s six-step

)V[O=\SJHUPHHUK94:ÄSLKHWWSPJH[PVUZ

methodology for determining the penalty

to the Constitutional Court for leave

^HZPUOLYLU[S`ÅH^LK

to appeal the decision of CAC. The
basis of RMS’ application was that the

RMS argued that the Tribunal lacked

Constitutional Court consider the scope

jurisdictional ground to impose the penalty

of the Tribunal’s powers to impose

IHZLK VU P[Z PU[LYWYL[H[PVU VM ¸WYLJLKPUN

HKTPUPZ[YH[P]L WLUHS[PLZ [OL YPNO[ [V Q\Z[

ÄUHUJPHS`LHY¹HZ\UKLYZ[VVKI`P[ZYLHKPUN

administrative action as per section 33 of

of the CAC’s SPC decision. RMS also

the Constitution and the imposition of an

argued that the approach of the Tribunal

administrative penalty exercised unlawfully

in determining the penalty was inherently

and unreasonably as it was inconsistent

ÅH^LK

^P[O [OL PU[LYWYL[H[PVU VM ZLJ[PVUZ  

3

HUK  VM [OL (J[ 94: HYN\LK [OH[ [OL
CAC failed to interpret the provisions of
ZLJ[PVU WYVWLYS`I`UV[OVSKPUN[OH[
[OL WYLJLKPUN ÄUHUJPHS `LHY PZ [OL `LHY
immediately preceding the imposition
of the administrative penalty. Therefore
PM H ÄYT HJOPL]LK UPS [\YUV]LY [OLU H UPS
penalty ought to be imposed. RMS also
contended that the Tribunal’s six-step
methodology bears no relationship to
[OL ÄUL JHSJ\SH[PVU WYV]PZPVUZ JVU[HPULK
in the Act and is inconsistent with the
constitutional injunction to grant relief that
PZHWWYVWYPH[LQ\Z[HUKLX\P[HISL
Vulcania’s application was premised
on the argument that the penalty
imposed was disproportionate to its
ISHTL^VY[OPULZZ P[Z WHY[PJPWH[PVU PU [OL
cartel and the effect of the cartel on the
economy and consumers. It argued that
the Tribunal must consider the factors in
ZLJ[PVU MVYLHJOPUKP]PK\HSÄYT^OLU
determining the penalty in terms of section
  HUK V\NO[ [V OH]L NP]LU ^LPNO[ [V
the mitigating factors which would have
led to no penalty or a nominal penalty.
The
Commission
opposed
both
applications primarily on the basis that
neither application raised any constitutional
grounds which had any prospect of
Z\JJLZZ;OLYLMVYL[OLYL^LYLUVZV\UK
arguments that the Constitutional Court
should fetter the Tribunal’s discretion to
determine administrative penalties. The
Constitutional Court has subsequently
rejected both applications.
;OL ZPNUPÄJHUJL VM [OL ;YPI\UHS HUK *(*
decisions in the wire cartel is that they
provide some guidance around how the
competition authorities ought to approach
administrative penalties in cartel cases.
5V[HIS` [OL ;YPI\UHS OHZ MVSSV^LK [OL
same methodology in its later decisions3.
These decisions may pave the way for
[OL *VTTPZZPVU [V KL]LSVW MVYTHS ÄUPUN
guidelines which may give certainty and
WYLKPJ[HIPSP[` [V ÄYTZ ^OLU LUNHNPUN
with all competition authorities in relation
to administrative penalties and the
HWWSPJH[PVUVMZLJ[PVU VM[OL(J[

*VTWL[P[PVU*VTTPZZPVU]+707SHZ[PJZ7[`3[K7L[aL[HRPZ(MYPJH7[`3[K4HYSL`7PWL:`Z[LTZ7[`3[K:^HU7SHZ[PJZ7[`3[K(TP[LJO:V\[O(MYPJH7[`3[K-SV;LR
7PWLZHUK0YYPNH[PVU7[`3[K4HJULPS(NLUJPLZ7[`3[K(UKYHN7[`3[K.HaLSSL7SHZ[PJZ7[`3[KHUK.HaLSSL,UNPULLYPUN7[`3[K*HZL5V*9-,) 
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Supreme Court of Appeal vindicates
WYV[LJ[PVUHɈVYKLK[VSLUPLUJ`
applications and restricted information
Hildah Maringa

0U  [OL *VTTPZZPVU PUP[PH[LK HUK YLMLYYLK H JVTWSHPU[
[V [OL ;YPI\UHS HNHPUZ[ [OL WYPTHY` WYVK\JLYZ VM SVUN HUK ÅH[
steel products as well as steel merchants in South Africa for
WVZZPISLJVU[YH]LU[PVUZVMZLJ[PVUIPHUKZLJ[PVUVM[OL
*VTWL[P[PVU(J[ VM HZHTLUKLK[OL(J[
;OLJVTWSHPU[^HZIHZLKVUHSLUPLUJ`HWWSPJH[PVUÄSLKI`:JH^
7[` 3[K :JH^ [V [OL *VTTPZZPVU HUK ^HZ HNHPUZ[ inter alia,
(YJLSVYTP[[HS :V\[O (MYPJH 3[K (4:( HUK *HWL .H[L 7[` 3[K
*HWL.H[LJVSSLJ[P]LS`YLMLYYLK[VHZ[OLYLZWVUKLU[Z
0U YLZWVUZL [V [OL JVTWSHPU[ YLMLYYHS (4:( HUK *HWL .H[L
PUZ[LHKVMÄSPUN[OLPYHUZ^LYPUNHMÄKH]P[ZIYV\NO[HUHWWSPJH[PVU
to the Tribunal seeking access to the leniency application and its
underlying supporting documents.
The respondents argued that because the Commission made
YLMLYLUJL [V [OL SLUPLUJ` HWWSPJH[PVU PU P[Z YLMLYYHS HMÄKH]P[ P[
was compelled to discover such documents to enable them to
properly plead.
;OL *VTTPZZPVU YLM\ZLK [V WYVK\JL [OL KVJ\TLU[Z JSHPTPUN
that the leniency application was restricted information in terms
VM*VTTPZZPVUY\SLLHUKZLJ[PVUIVM[OL7YVTV[PVU
VM (JJLZZ [V 0UMVYTH[PVU (J[  VM  7(0( HUK [OH[ [OL
documents were also covered by litigation privilege.
The Tribunal granted the respondents access to certain
documents but denied access in respect of other documents. It
found that the leniency application was a privileged document as
a result of contemplation of litigation.
The respondents appealed the Tribunal’s decision to the
*VTWL[P[PVU(WWLHS*V\Y[*(*;OL*(*THKLUVVYKLYVU[OL
HWWLHSZI`[OLYLZWVUKLU[OV^L]LYJVUZPKLYPUNP[\UULJLZZHY`
to decide the issues upon which the Tribunal had pronounced.

CAC therefore remitted the matter to the Tribunal to determine
:JH^»ZJVUÄKLU[PHSP[`JSHPT
(ZHJVUZLX\LUJL[OL*VTTPZZPVUHWWSPLKMVYSLH]L[VHWWLHS[V
TPZZPVUHWWSPLKMVYSLH]L[VHWWLHS[V
HS:*(HUK:JH^HUK(4:(JYVZZ
[OL:\WYLTL*V\Y[VM(WWLHS:*(HUK:JH^HUK(4:(JYVZZ
appealed.
e that the CAC had made no order
The grounds of appeal were
on the appeals by the respondents
spondents as the CAC considered
he issues on which the Tribunal had
it unnecessary to decide the
pronounced. The CAC did not make a ruling on the order made
I` [OL ;YPI\UHS ^OPJO PZ ^OH[
OH[ ^HZ ILMVYL P[ VU HWWLHS HUK OHK
created a dilemma for all the
e parties.
KLK KV^U VU  4H`  JHU IL
;OL :*(»Z Q\KNLTLU[ OHUKLK
summarised as follows:
Waiver of litigation privilege
The SCA recognised that the leniency application was submitted in
nd therefore enjoys litigation privilege
contemplation of litigation and
PVU/V^L]LY[OL:*(MV\UK[OH[[OL
PU[OLOHUKZVM[OL*VTTPZZPVU/V^L]LY[OL:*(MV\UK[OH[[OL
Commission’s reference to the leniency application in its referral
HMÄKH]P[ JVUZ[P[\[LK HU PTWSPLK
SPLK ^HP]LY HZ [OL *VTTPZZPVU OHK
disclosed the full contents off the leniency application in its referral
HMÄKH]P[  ;OL :*( M\Y[OLY MV\UK [OH[ [OL *VTTPZZPVU ZOV\SK
KPZJSVZL [OL SLUPLUJ` HWWSPJH[PVU
PJH[PVU Z\IQLJ[ [V JVUÄKLU[PHSP[`
claims by Scaw.
rd
Access to investigation record
The SCA found that the Commission
rally without
cannot restrict access generally
PKLU[PM`PUN ZWLJPÄJ KVJ\TLU[Z
TLU[Z VY
categories of documents to which
access is restricted.3 Access
ss to the
]LY [OL
YLJVYK ^HZ \WOLSK /V^L]LY
SCA accepted that the Commission
mission
may be entitled to restrict access to information under rule 14 and
such claims will be adjudicated by the Tribunal.4

Instead the CAC upheld Scaw’s contention that the documents
were protected from disclosure by a claim it had made to
JVUÄKLU[PHSP[`PU[LYTZVMZLJ[PVUHVM[OL(J[;OLWVZP[PVU
ZVP[YLHZVULK^HZ[O\ZNV]LYULKI`[OLWYV]PZPVUZVM[OL(J[1
JVUJLYUPUN HJJLZZ [V PUMVYTH[PVU V]LY ^OPJO JVUÄKLU[PHSP[` OHK
ILLUJSHPTLK¶HTH[[LYMVY[OL;YPI\UHSYH[OLY[OHU[OL*(*.

;OL :*( KLJPZPVU PZ H WHY[PHS Z\JJLZZ MVY [OL *VTTPZZPVU
OV^L]LY HZ [OL :*( JVUÄYTLK [OH[ SLUPLUJ` HWWSPJH[PVUZ
are indeed protected by legal privilege due to the fact that the
Commission’s CLP was prepared in contemplation of litigation.

0U ]PL^ VM P[Z KLJPZPVU [V YLM\ZL HJJLZZ VU V[OLY NYV\UKZ [OL
Tribunal had no reason to consider that contention by Scaw. The

;OL :*( M\Y[OLY JVUÄYTLK [OH[ [OL X\LZ[PVU ^OL[OLY WYP]PSLNL
has been waived depends on the facts and a determination of

Under section 45 of the Competition Act.

Arcelormittal & Another v Competition Commission & Others 103/CAC/Sep10, para 56 & 57.
3
 *VTWL[P[PVU*VTTPZZPVU](YJLSVYTP[[HS:(3[K 6[OLYZBDA(:*(H[7HYH
4
 0I7HYH
1
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^OL[OLY [OL YLMLYLUJL PU H JVTWSHPU[ YLMLYYHS HMÄKH]P[ PZ H IHYL
or oblique reference or substantial enough to be considered
[V ^HP]L [OL WYV[LJ[PVU VM SLNHS WYP]PSLNL I` PTWSPJH[PVU  ;OPZ
[OLYLMVYLTLHUZ[OH[HIHYLYLMLYLUJL[VHSLUPLUJ`HWWSPJH[PVUPU
[OL*VTTPZZPVU»ZYLMLYYHSHMÄKH]P[^P[OV\[YLMLYYPUN[V[OLMHJ[ZPU
[OLSLUPLUJ`HWWSPJH[PVU^PSSUV[H\[VTH[PJHSS`JVUZ[P[\[LPTWSPLK
waiver of privilege on the part of the Commission.

The SCA decision was also a partial success for the Commission
PU YLSH[PVU [V YLZ[YPJ[LK PUMVYTH[PVU ILJH\ZL [OL :*( JVUÄYTLK
[OH[¸[OLYLJVYKVYHU`WHY[VMP[TH`ILYLZ[YPJ[LK\UKLYY\SL
VY VU NYV\UKZ VM WYP]PSLNL VY HU` V[OLY NYV\UK [OH[ WYV]PKLZ H
YLJVNUPZLK KLMLUJL [V [OL KPZJSVZ\YL VM PUMVYTH[PVU¹ The SCA
KL[LYTPULK[OH[[OVZLJSHPTZHYL[VILHKQ\KPJH[LKI`[OL;YPI\UHS
if any such claims arise.

0IH[MUWHYH
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:PIHU`L.VSKZ[VWWLKMYVTYL[YLUJOPUNMVY
[^V`LHYZHZYLZ\S[VMI\`PUN[OL*VVRL
Mining Operations of Gold One
Portia Bele and Grace Mohamed

;OL HJX\PZP[PVU VM   ZOHYLZ PU 5L^ZOLSM  7[` 3[K
5L^ZOLSM  MYVT .VSK 6UL 0U[LYUH[PVUHS 3PTP[LK I` :PIHU`L
.VSK3PTP[LK:PIHU`L^HZJVUKP[PVUHSS`HWWYV]LKI`[OL;YPI\UHS
VU-LIY\HY`[OPZ`LHY

failed to comply in submitting all the information requested. The
Commission subsequently interviewed the executives of the
merging parties under oath in an attempt to gather information as
the executives alleged it to be undocumented.

;OL*VTTPZZPVU^HZUV[PÄLKVM[OL[YHUZHJ[PVUVU:LW[LTILY
 0U [LYTZ VM [OL [YHUZHJ[PVU :PIHU`L .VSK ^V\SK HJX\PYL
sole control over the business of Newshelf 1114.

0U HKKP[PVU [OL *VTTPZZPVU LUNHNLK [OL HMMLJ[LK [YHKL \UPVUZ
that asserted that the closeness of the sequence of events
SLHKPUN[V[OLTLYNLY[OLYLSH[PVUZOPWVM[OLTLYNPUNWHY[PLZHUK
that the Cooke shafts might have overlapping functions with the
2+*VWLYH[PVUZ^LYLHSSMHJ[VYZ[OH[SPURLK[OL[YHUZHJ[PVU[V[OL
retrenchments.

Sibanye Gold produces gold as its primary product and a
negligible amount of silver as a by-product. Sibanye Gold’s mining
VWLYH[PVUZ JVTWYPZL [OL +YPLMVU[LPU 2SVVM HUK )LH[YP_ TPULZ
YLMLYYLK[VHZ[OL2+*6WLYH[PVU
Newshelf 1114 comprises the Cooke Shafts 1 through 4
underground gold mining operations and the Randfontein Surface
6WLYH[PVUZ YLMLYYLK [V HZ [OL *VVRL 4PUPUN 6WLYH[PVUZ  ;OPZ
TPULWYVK\JLZNVSKHZP[ZWYPTHY`WYVK\J[ZPS]LYHZHI`WYVK\J[
and contains deposits of uranium that can be extracted.
The operations of the merging parties are located adjacent to each
V[OLY PU .H\[LUN ^P[O [OL L_JLW[PVU VM [OL )LH[YP_ 6WLYH[PVU
which is in the Free State Province.
Both the Commission and the Tribunal found that the transaction
was unlikely to substantially prevent or lessen competition for
the production and supply of gold and silver in the international
THYRL[Z NP]LU [OH[ [OL TLYNLK LU[P[`  OHZ YLSH[P]LS` SV^ THYRL[
shares post-merger.
The transaction raised public interest concerns in relation to
job losses. The parties submitted that no retrenchments were
envisaged as a result of the merger. The Commission found that
the unions representing the employees in Sibanye Gold were
NP]LUUV[PJLVU(\N\Z[VMWVZZPISLYL[YLUJOTLU[Z^P[OPU
the support services of Sibanye Gold.

+\YPUN [OL JV\YZL VM [OL PU]LZ[PNH[PVU  VM [OL LTWSV`LLZ
PU]VS]LK[VVR]VS\U[HY`ZLWHYH[PVUWHJRHNLZ=:7HUK]VS\U[HY`
LHYS`YL[PYLTLU[=,9^LYLWSHJLKPUHS[LYUH[P]LWVZP[PVUZ
PU:PIHU`L.VSKHUK[OLYLTHPUPUNMHJLKMVYJLKYL[YLUJOTLU[
The Commission contacted some of the employees that accepted
VSP or VER to ascertain whether they indeed took the packages
as well as to ascertain if they had found alternative jobs.
The Commission found that the employees contacted had no
choice but to accept the packages as forced retrenchments
^V\SKUV[OH]LOHKHU`ILULÄ[Z;OVZLV]LY[OLHNLVM^LYL
selected for retrenchment as they were closer to retirement age.
0[ ^HZ HSZV UV[LK [OH[ TVZ[ VM [OLZL LTWSV`LLZ ^LYL \UZRPSSLK
either with no formal education or not having obtained a Grade
X\HSPÄJH[PVU
The Commission found that the majority of employees re-deployed
within Sibanye Gold had been placed on a permanent basis.
6]LYHSS[OL*VTTPZZPVU^HZVM[OL]PL^[OH[[OLYLKLWSV`TLU[Z
ZPNUPÄJHU[S` YLK\JLK [OL U\TILY VM LTWSV`LLZ HMMLJ[LK I` [OL
retrenchments.

The number of employees likely to be affected was stated as
 ;OL TLYNPUN WHY[PLZ ZHPK [OLZL YL[YLUJOTLU[Z ^LYL UV[
TLYNLYZWLJPÄJHUK^LYLPUKLWLUKLU[VM[OL[YHUZHJ[PVUILMVYL
the Commission at the time.

+\YPUN[OLJV\YZLVM[OLPU]LZ[PNH[PVU.VSK6ULPZZ\LKHZLJ[PVU
 WYVJLZZ[VWVZZPIS`YL[YLUJOLTWSV`LLZMYVT[OL*VVRL
Mining Operations. This was later withdrawn. The merging parties
indicated that the withdrawal occurred as there was a concern
that the retrenchment exercise could potentially impact on the
transaction being considered by the Commission.

The Commission sought to determine whether the retrenchments
^LYLTLYNLYZWLJPÄJVYUV[HUK^OL[OLY[OL`^LYL\UKLY[HRLU
in anticipation of the merger. The Commission requested various
KVJ\TLU[Z MYVT [OL TLYNPUN WHY[PLZ I\[ [OL TLYNPUN WHY[PLZ

The Commission was also informed that the current intention
of the merging parties is to retain the Cooke Mining Operations
workforce ‘as is’ i.e. independent of the Sibanye Gold operations.
There was no indication of an analysis conducted by the merging
To page 17
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parties on possible overlap of functions and/or duties between
the Sibanye Gold and the Cooke Mining Operations workforce
post-merger.

Z\IQLJ[ [V JVUKP[PVUZ [V LUZ\YL [OH[ YL[YLUJOTLU[Z KV UV[
VJJ\YHZHYLZ\S[VM[OL[YHUZHJ[PVUMVYHWLYPVKVM`LHYZ;OLZL
considerations included:

The Commission conducted an extensive investigation to
assess the link between the retrenchments and the transaction
NP]LU [OL ZLX\LUJL VM L]LU[Z [OH[ VJJ\YYLK [OL OPZ[VY` VY WHZ[
YLSH[PVUZOPWZIL[^LLU.VSK6ULHUK:PIHU`L.VSK[OLJ\YYLU[
*,6VM:PIHU`L.VSK»ZPU]VS]LTLU[PUIV[OJVTWHUPLZHZ^LSSHZ
the period between when the transaction was conceived and the
retrenchments were undertaken.







Submissions by the merging parties suggested that Sibanye Gold
had intended to reduce costs before the unbundling from Gold
Fields as part of their operating strategy and ensuring continuity
VM[OLVWLYH[PVUZ(ZZ\JO[OLTLYNPUNWHY[PLZZ\ITP[[LK[OH[[OL
retrenchment process was a continuation of the strategy.
(M[LY [HRPUN PU[V JVUZPKLYH[PVU HSS PUMVYTH[PVU P[ OHK NH[OLYLK
the Commission recommended an approval of the transaction

CompetitionNews

;OL^P[OKYH^UYL[YLUJOTLU[ZI`.VSK6UL"
7VZZPISLK\WSPJH[PVUZPU[OLVWLYH[PVUZVM:PIHU`L.VSKHUK
the Cooke Mining Operations;
:PIHU`L.VSKHJX\PYPUNHIV\[HKKP[PVUHSLTWSV`LLZHZ
a result of the transaction;
:PIHU`L .VSK»Z VUNVPUN Z[YH[LN` [V YLK\JL JHWP[HS HUK
operational costs; and
;OL MHJ[ [OH[ [OL TLYNPUN WHY[PLZ KPK UV[ JVUK\J[ [OL
necessary analysis in terms of possible duplication of
functions and/duties.

;OL *VTTPZZPVU ^HZ VM [OL ]PL^ [OH[ JVUKP[PVUZ ^LYL Q\Z[PÄLK
given the evidence before it. The Tribunal agreed with the
Commission and approved the transaction subject to the
JVUKP[PVUZVMH[^V`LHYTVYH[VYP\TVUYL[YLUJOTLU[ZHZHYLZ\S[
of the merger.
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Pending Exemption applications
Applicant for exemption

Market/

Description of conduct

Grounds on which exemption sought

Various professional rules that apply to
(K]VJH[LZ^OPJOY\SLZOH]LHUZSJLMMLJ[
;OLZLY\SLZPUJS\KLHY\SLWYVOPIP[PUN
HK]VJH[LZMYVTMVYTPUNWHY[ULYZOPWZ
a rule requiring advocates to operate only
from chambers designated by the Bar

0[LTVM:JOLK\SLVM[OL(J[PL[OH[Y\SLZ
are reasonably required to maintain professional
standards; or ordinary functioning of the legal
profession

Sector
The General Council of the Bar

Legal
Services

Council for the Built Environment on
behalf of the South African Council for the
Landscape Architectural Profession

Built
Environment

Exemption of work reservations

0[LTVM:JOLK\SLVM[OL(J[PL[OH[Y\SLZ
are reasonably required to maintain professional
standards; or ordinary functioning of the legal
profession

The Council for the Built Environment on
behalf of the South African Council for the
Project and Construction Management
Professions

Built
Environment

Exemption of work reservations

0[LTVM:JOLK\SLVM[OL(J[PL[OH[Y\SLZ
are reasonably required to maintain professional
standards; or ordinary functioning of the legal
profession

Built

Exemption of work reservations

0[LTVM:JOLK\SLVM[OL(J[PL[OH[Y\SLZ

Council for the Built Environment on
behalf of the South African Council for the
Landscape Architectural Profession

Environment

are reasonably required to maintain professional
standards; or ordinary functioning of the legal
profession

The Council for the Built Environment on
behalf of the South African Council for
Propoerty Valuers Profession

Built
Environment

Exemption of work reservations

0[LTVM:JOLK\SLVM[OL(J[PL[OH[Y\SLZ
are reasonably required to maintain professional
standards; or ordinary functioning of the legal
profession

The SA Council for the Built Environment
on behalf of The SA Council of Quantity
Surveying Profession

Built
Environment

Exemption of work reservations

0[LTVM:JOLK\SLVM[OL(J[PL[OH[Y\SLZ
are reasonably required to maintain professional
standards; or ordinary functioning of the legal
profession

South African Squid Exporters Association

Commercial
Fishing

*VSSH[PVUHUKKPZZLTPUH[PVUI`J\YYLU[ :LJ[PVUYLHK^P[OZLJ[PVUHUKVM
and future members of the South
the Act
(MYPJHU:X\PK,_WVY[LYZ(ZZVJPH[PVUVM
WYPJPUNPUMVYTH[PVU]VS\TLZVMZX\PK
L_WVY[LKH]HPSHISLZ[VJRHUKOHY]LZ[PUN
PUMVYTH[PVUPLL_LTW[PVUMYVTIP
HUKPPVM[OL(J[

Southern Africa Milk Co-Operative Limited
:(403*6

Milk

Collective price bargaining

Promotion of the ability of small businesses to
ILJVTLJVTWL[P[P]LZLJ[PVU

Southern Africa Milk Co-Operative Limited
:(403*6

Milk

Collective price bargaining

Economic stability of the milk industry (section


(MYPJH4HYPUL7YVK\J[Z7[`3[K(47
6JLHU3VIZ[LY3PTP[LK6JLHU6]LUZ[VUL
(NLUJPLZ7[`3[K7YLTPLY-PZOPUN:(7[`
3[K7YLTPLYHUK9\^LR\Z-PZOPUN7[`3[K
9\^LR\Z*VSSLJ[P]LS`[OL¸(WWSPJHU[Z¹

Commercial
Fishing

Co-ordination of prices and marketing
of lobster in the export market i.e.
L_LTW[PVUMYVTHHUKIPVM
the Act

:LJ[PVUYLHK^P[OZLJ[PVUHUKVM
the Act

South African Council for the Landscape
(YJOP[LJ[\YHS7YVMLZZPVU:(*3(7

Built
Environment

Exemption of fees guideline

0[LTVM:JOLK\SLVM[OL(J[PL[OH[Y\SLZ
are reasonably required to maintain professional
standards; or ordinary functioning of the legal
profession

South African Council for the Project and
Construction Management Professions
:(*747

Built
Environment

Exemption of fees guideline

0[LTVM:JOLK\SLVM[OL(J[PL[OH[Y\SLZ
are reasonably required to maintain professional
standards; or ordinary functioning of the legal
profession

To page 19
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Conditions placed on mergers during
December 2013 – February 2014
Case Number

Primary Acquiring Firm

Primary Target Firm

Market

Condition

5V]

:OHUNOHPALUKHP7YVWLY[`3[K

Certain Immovable Properties held
by AECI Group the Heartlands
Business

Property

Structural remedy: obligation to reduce restraint
period in terms of the restraint of trade clause in
sale agreement

:LW

Sibanye Gold Ltd

5L^ZOLSM7[`3[K

Mining

7\ISPJ0U[LYLZ[!LTWSV`TLU[ò4VYH[VYP\TVU
TLYNLYZWLJPÄJYL[YLUJOTLU[ZMVYHWLYPVKVM
years

(\N

Shalamuka Fund Manager
7[`3[K

:HÄRH0U]LZ[TLU[Z7[`3[K

Security
Services

Structural: cross-shareholding and information
exchange

+LJ

(YJ[VaVUL0U]LZ[TLU[Z7[`
Ltd

Lynridge Mall (Owned by Emira
7YVWLY[`-\UKH-\UKJYLH[LK
\UKLY[OL,TPYH7YVWLY[`:JOLTL

Property

7\ISPJ0U[LYLZ[!:44,ZòVISPNH[PVU[VYLTV]L
exclusivity clause from lease agreement

1HU

ALKLY-PUHUJPHS:LY]PJLZ3[K

Agri Voedsel Ltd

Agriculture

Behavioural: obligation on parties to implement
[OL[YHUZHJ[PVU^P[OPUTVU[OZ

;OL*VTTPZZPVUPTWVZLKJVUKP[PVUZPUÄ]LJHZLZMYVT+LJLTILY[V-LIY\HY`;^VVM[OLMV\YJHZLZKLHS[^P[OW\ISPJPU[LYLZ[
YLTLKPLZ ;OL :OHSHT\RH -\UK HUK :HÄRH 0U]LZ[TLU[Z TLYNLY OHK H Z[Y\J[\YHS YLTLK` HPTLK H[ WYL]LU[PUN JYVZZ KPYLJ[VYZOPWZ HUK
information exchange.
0U[OL:OHUNOHPALUKHPJHZLJVUKP[PVUZ^LYLPTWVZLK[VYLK\JL[OLYLZ[YHPU[VM[YHKLWLYPVKHZP[^V\SKOH]LWYL]LU[LKHWVZZPISLUL^
LU[YHU[MYVTLU[LYPUN[OLTHYRL[MVYHSVUNWLYPVKVM[PTL0U[OLALKLYHUK(NYP=VLKZLSTLYNLY[OL*VTTPZZPVUYLJVTTLUKLK[V[OL
*VTWL[P[PVU;YPI\UHS;YPI\UHS[OH[[OLTLYNLYILHWWYV]LKZ\IQLJ[[VHJVUKP[PVU[OH[VISPNH[LZ[OLWHY[PLZ[VPTWSLTLU[[OL[YHUZHJ[PVU
^P[OPUTVU[OZVY[VYLÄSL[OL[YHUZHJ[PVU;OLJHZLPZZ[PSSWLUKPUNH[[OL;YPI\UHS
Continued from page 18
Applicant for exemption

Market/

Description of conduct

Grounds on which exemption sought

Sector
The Council for the Built Environment on
behalf of the South African Council for
7YVWLY[`=HS\LYZ7YVMLZZPVU:(*7=7

Built
Environment

Exemption of fees guideline

0[LTVM:JOLK\SLVM[OL(J[PL[OH[Y\SLZ
are reasonably required to maintain professional
standards; or ordinary functioning of the legal
profession

Council for the Built Environment on
behalf of the South African Council for the
(YJOP[LJ[\YHS7YVMLZZPVU:(*(7

Built
Environment

Exemption of fees guideline

0[LTVM:JOLK\SLVM[OL(J[PL[OH[Y\SLZ
are reasonably required to maintain professional
standards; or ordinary functioning of the legal
profession

The SA Council for the Built Environment
on behalf of The SA Council of Quantity
:\Y]L`PUN7YVMLZZPVU:(*8:7

Built
Environment

Exemption of fees guideline

0[LTVM:JOLK\SLVM[OL(J[PL[OH[Y\SLZ
are reasonably required to maintain professional
standards; or ordinary functioning of the legal
profession

,UNPULLYPUN*V\UJPSVM:V\[O(MYPJH,*:(

Built
Environment

Exemption of fees guideline

0[LTVM:JOLK\SLVM[OL(J[PL[OH[Y\SLZ
are reasonably required to maintain professional
standards; or ordinary functioning of the legal
profession

*VSSLJ[P]LIHYNHPUPUNWYPJLÄ_PUN

:LJ[PVUIPP

Code share

:LJ[PVUIP PPP

National Hospital Network
Etihad Airways PJSC and South African
(PY^H`Z:6*3PTP[LK

Healthcare
Airline

The South African Council for the Quality
Surveying Profession
;OL(ZZVJPH[PVUVM:OPWWPUN3PULZ(:3

Preliminary assessment pending

South African Council for the Property
Valuers Profession
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International Relations Update
Unilateral conduct is theme for workshop with US entities
The Commission successfully hosted a week long workshop from
 [V  -LIY\HY` [OPZ `LHY VU \UPSH[LYHS JVUK\J[ ^P[O [OL <:
Federal Trade Commission and the US Department of Justice.
;^LS]L WHY[PJPWHU[Z MYVT [OL *VTTPZZPVU MV\Y LHJO MYVT 7 9
, , HUK 3:+ H[[LUKLK [OL ^VYRZOVW HSVUN ^P[O  V[OLY
WHY[PJPWHU[Z MYVT )V[Z^HUH ,N`W[ 2LU`H 4HSH^P 4H\YP[P\Z
5HTPIPH:L`JOLSSLZ:^HaPSHUKAHTIPHHUKAPTIHI^L

;OL +LW\[` *VTTPZZPVULY 6SP]LY 1VZPL VMÄJPHSS` VWLULK HUK
JSVZLK[OL^VYRZOVW([LHTJVTWYPZPUNVM5PJR-YHUaJ`RHUK
*`U[OPH 3HNKHTLV MYVT [OL -LKLYHS ;YHKL *VTTPZZPVU  (HYVU
/VHN MYVT <: +LWHY[TLU[ VM 1\Z[PJL HUK ;HWLYH 4\aH[H HUK
;O\SHUP4HUKPYPaHMYVT[OL*VTTPZZPVUTHKLWYLZLU[H[PVUZVUH
series of topics related to abuse of dominance at the workshop.
Upcoming events
 4HYJO!()(UK(U[P[Y\Z[3H^:WYPUNTLL[PUN
Washington DC, USA. This is the largest antitrust and
consumer protection conference in the world. The three

The workshop helped to develop case handlers’ practical and
substantive skills for analysing unilateral conduct.
;OL ÄYZ[ WHY[ VM [OL ^VYRZOVW MVJ\ZLK VU ]HYPV\Z WYHJ[PJHS HUK
substantive issues and skills employed in an economics based
framework for analysing an abuse of dominance. The second part
entailed a mock investigation in which participants planned and
conducted a hypothetical preliminary investigation of an alleged
HI\ZLVMKVTPUHUJLHWWS`PUN[OL]HYPV\ZJVUJLW[ZKPZJ\ZZLKPU
[OLÄYZ[WHY[VM[OLWYVNYHTTL





KH`WYVNYHTTLMLH[\YLZTVYL[OHUZ\IZ[HU[P]LZLZZPVUZ
across a wide range of topics related to competition and
consumer protection.
 (WYPS !  0*5 (UU\HS *VUMLYLUJL 4HYYHRLJO
Morocco.
The conference will hold working group plenaries and
IYLHRV\[ ZLZZPVUZ VU HNLUJ` LMMLJ[P]LULZZ HK]VJHJ`
JHY[LSZ \UPSH[LYHS JVUK\J[ HUK TLYNLYZ  ;OLYL ^PSS HSZV IL
a special project plenary on State-owned enterprises under
Competition Law.
 1\UL!6,*+*VTWL[P[PVUJVTTP[[LLTLL[PUNZ
7HYPZ-YHUJL

PARIS,FRANCE
WASHINGTON DC

MARRAKECH,
MOROCCO
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Competition Commission executives take part in global
forum
Three executives of the Commission were among delegates
MYVT V]LY  JV\U[YPLZ [V H[[LUK [OL YLJLU[ 6YNHUPZH[PVU MVY
,JVUVTPJ*VVWLYH[PVUHUK+L]LSVWTLU[»Z6,*+.SVIHS-VY\T
VU*VTWL[P[PVU.-*OLSKPU7HYPZ-YHUJL
;OL` ^LYL (J[PUN *VTTPZZPVULY ;LTIPURVZP )VUHRLSL *OPLM
Economist Liberty Mncube and Manager in the Commissioner’s
6MÄJL*SPU[6LSSLYTHUU;OL`HSZVH[[LUKLK[OL6,*+^VYRPUN
party meetings.

The question of the direction of causality was also posed. Does
the presence of corruption actually favour the emergence of
TVUVWVSPLZ HZ JP]PS ZLY]HU[Z PU JVU[YVS VM SPJLUZPUN WYVJLK\YLZ
are able to pick their winners?
Another question explored was the nature of corruption. The
discussions tried to better discern what constitutes corruption
HJYVZZ J\S[\YLZ HUK I\ZPULZZ TVKLSZ OV^ P[ PUÅ\LUJLZ VY PZ
PUÅ\LUJLKI`[OLKL]LSVWTLU[VMHJVTWL[P[P]LWVSPJ`YLNPTL
The discussions posed further questions for the future.


/V^KV^LKLÄULJVYY\W[PVU&

;OL .-* IYPUNZ [VNL[OLY OPNO SL]LS JVTWL[P[PVU VMÄJPHSZ MYVT
around the world on a regular basis. It provides an opportunity for
policy dialogue that encompasses linkages between competition
policy and other cornerstones of economic development.



Discussions focused on three aspects:



>OH[ MHJ[VYZ MH]V\Y [OL LTLYNLUJL VY WLYZPZ[LUJL VM
corruption?
>OH[HYL[OLWVSPJ`SL]LYZ[VSPTP[VYLYHKPJH[LJVYY\W[PVU&
/V^ KVLZ [OL KL]LSVWTLU[ VM H JVTWL[P[PVU WVSPJ` OLSW PU
[OLÄNO[HNHPUZ[JVYY\W[PVU&
0Z[OLYLHKPMMLYLUJLPU[LYTZVMHJ[\HSVIZLY]LKYLZ\S[ZPU[OL
ÄNO[HNHPUZ[JVYY\W[PVUMYVTZ\WWVY[PUNJVTWL[P[P]LTHYRL[Z
VY HJ[P]LS` PTWVZPUN HU[PJVYY\W[PVU TLHZ\YLZ Z\JO HZ [OL
OECD’s anti-bribery convention?
:OV\SKJVTWL[P[PVUH\[OVYP[PLZWSH`HUHJ[P]LYVSLPUÄNO[PUN
corruption?
(UK OV^ PM H[ HSS JHU JVTWL[P[PVU SH^ LUMVYJLYZ HUK HU[P
corruption law enforcers complement one another’s efforts
to promote competition and combat corruption?





-PNO[PUNJVYY\W[PVUHUKWYVTV[PUNJVTWL[P[PVU"
*VTWL[P[PVU PZZ\LZ PU [OL KPZ[YPI\[PVU VM WOHYTHJL\[PJHSZ"
and
(YL]PL^VM9VTHUPH»ZJVTWL[P[PVUSH^HUKWVSPJ`







4Z 6IPHNLSP ,aLR^LZLSP JVMV\UKLY VM
Transparency International and a former
Minister in Nigeria also known by the
ZVIYPX\L[ VM ¸4HKHT +\L 7YVJLZZ¹ ^HZ
the keynote speaker on competition and
corruption. This session focused on the
manner in which corruption and competition
play out where the public and private spheres
intersect.
The session explored this relationship and proposed
^H`Z [OYV\NO JHZL Z[\KPLZ HUK JVU[YPI\[PVU MYVT
L_WLY[Z PU ^OPJO W\ISPJ VMÄJPHSZ HUK JVTWL[P[PVU
H\[OVYP[PLZJHU^VYR[VNL[OLY[VÄNO[JVYY\W[PVUHUK
promote competition.
0U H JVTWL[P[P]L LU]PYVUTLU[ JP]PS ZLY]HU[Z
and politicians alike are constrained in their
ability to offer services in exchange for
IYPILZHUKJVUZLX\LU[S`[OLVWWVY[\UP[`
as well as the motivation for corruption is
lessened.
*VU]LYZLS` ^OLU JVTWL[P[PVU PZ SPTP[LK
YLU[Z HYL W\ZOLK \W I` YLZ[YPJ[LK Z\WWS`
and civil servants may have the opportunity to
HSSVJH[LZ\JOYLU[ZPUL_JOHUNLMVYHZOHYL

CompetitionNews

)\[HZPUHU`KPZJ\ZZPVUVMJVYY\W[PVUHUKJVTWL[P[PVUP[PZLHZPLY
[VHZRX\LZ[PVUZ[OHU[VÄUKHUZ^LYZ
The session on corruption and competition policy was followed by
a peer review of competition law and policy in Romania.
;OL ÄUHS ZLZZPVU SVVRLK H[ [OL THYRL[ MVY [OL KPZ[YPI\[PVU VM
WOHYTHJL\[PJHSZHJVUZ\TLYTHYRL[[OH[PZKPMMLYLU[MYVTV[OLYZ
These features imply that competition cannot fully be relied on to
YLHJOHULMÄJPLU[HSSVJH[PVUVMYLZV\YJLZ
0U HKKP[PVU THU` NV]LYUTLU[Z JVUZPKLY [OH[ KY\NZ ZOV\SK IL
HMMVYKHISL HUK HJJLZZPISL [V HSS JP[PaLUZ *VTWL[P[PVU JHUUV[
ensure that these equity and fairness concerns are met.
(ZHYLZ\S[[OPZTHYRL[PZOLH]PS`YLN\SH[LK,]LUZVJVTWL[P[PVU
can and should play a role in ensuring that this market works well
MVYJVUZ\TLYZZV[OH[JVUZ\TLYZJHUILULÄ[MYVTOPNOLYX\HSP[`
NYLH[LYJOVPJLHUK]HYPL[`TVYLPUUV]H[PVUHUKSV^LYWYPJLZ
This session provided an overview of how competition works in
[OPZ THYRL[ HUK PKLU[PÄLK [OL THPU WYVISLTZ [OH[ JHU HYPZL H[
different levels of the distribution chain.
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NEW APPOINTMENTS - COMMISSION
Hardin Ratshisusu
Hardin Ratshisusu has been appointed Divisional Manager of Mergers and Acquisitions with effect
MYVT4HYJO9H[ZOPZ\Z\OHZ^VYRLKMVY[OL*VTTPZZPVUMVYHJ\T\SH[P]LWLYPVKVMV]LY
UPUL`LHYZOH]PUNQVPULK[OL4LYNLYZHUK(JX\PZP[PVUZ+P]PZPVUPU/LOLSK]HYPV\ZWVZP[PVUZ
PUJS\KPUNTHU``LHYZHZHTLYNLYHUHS`Z[HUKOHZHJ[LKHZOLHKVMTLYNLYZMYVT[PTL[V[PTL
He has also previously worked at Neotel’s regulatory division and most recently as a regulatory
LJVUVTPJZJVUZ\S[HU[9H[ZOPZ\Z\OVSKZH)*VT/VUZMYVT[OL<UP]LYZP[`VM=LUKHH4*VT
,JVUVTPJZ MYVT [OL <UP]LYZP[` VM [OL >P[^H[LYZYHUK HUK HU 4)3 MYVT [OL <UP]LYZP[` VM :V\[O
Africa.

Liberty Mncube
Liberty Mncube has been
appointed Chief Economist
and Manager of the Policy and
Research division with effect
MYVT  1HU\HY`  4UJ\IL
was most recently a Principal
Investigator in the Enforcement
and Exemptions division of
the Commission. Before that he was a Principal Economist
in the Policy and Research division. He has been with the
Commission for the past six years. Mncube holds a MSc in
,JVUVTPJZMYVT[OL<UP]LYZP[`VM@VYR<2HUKPZJ\YYLU[S`
completing a PhD in competition economics at the University
VM2^HA\S\5H[HS

Junior Khumalo
1\UPVY 2O\THSV OHZ ILLU
appointed Divisional Manager
of Enforcement and Exemptions
^P[OLMMLJ[MYVT1HU\HY`
2O\THSVPZ[OLMVYTLY7YPUJPWHS
,JVUVTPZ[ PU [OL 7VSPJ` 
Research division and having
been at the Commission for
V]LY`LHYZPZVULVM[OLTVZ[L_WLYPLUJLKPU]LZ[PNH[VYZ
2O\THSVOVSKZH)*VT/VUV\YZKLNYLLMYVT[OL<UP]LYZP[`
VM -VY[ /HYL HU 4( KLNYLL PU ,JVUVTPJZ MYVT *VSVYHKV
:[H[L <UP]LYZP[` <: HUK OHZ H[[LUKLK ZL]LYHS PU[LUZP]L
JV\YZLZ PU JVTWL[P[PVU SH^ HUK LJVUVTPJZ PUJS\KPUN H[
Fordham Law School in the United States and the Mandela
:JOVVSVM3H^>P[Z<UP]LYZP[`

Thomas Kgokolo
;OVTHZ 2NVRVSV OHZ ILLU
appointed
Chief
Financial
6MÄJLY ^P[O LMMLJ[ MYVT 
1HU\HY`  2NVRVSV PZ H
Chartered Accountant with
extensive experience in both
public and private sector
ÄUHUJL /PZ TVZ[ YLJLU[
HZZPNUTLU[ ^HZ HZ *OPLM -PUHUJPHS 6MÄJLY KLWSV`LK I`
:(0*( [V HZZPZ[ ^P[O ÄUHUJPHS THUHNLTLU[ PTWYV]LTLU[
at FET colleges. He is the Chairperson of Audit and Risk
*VTTP[[LLH[4PUL>VYRLYZ7YV]PKLU[-\UKHUKHTLTILY
of audit committee of the Bank SETA. He has consulted for
[OL(\KP[VY.LULYHS^OLYLOLTHUHNLKH\KP[WYVQLJ[ZHUK
worked as a quality assurance reviewer.
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Clint Oellermann
Clint Oellermann has been
appointed Manager in the
*VTTPZZPVULY»Z
6MÄJL
YLZWVUZPISL
MVY
Z[YH[LN`
monitoring and evaluations
as well as strategic relations.
Oellermann started working for
the Commission on 1 October
HUKOHZ`LHYZVML_WLYPLUJLPU[OLMVYLUZPJPUK\Z[Y`
HUK`LHYZTHUHNLTLU[L_WLYPLUJL
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NEW APPOINTMENTS - HEALTH MARKET INQUIRY
Chief Justice Sandile Ngcobo
Chief Justice Sandile Ngcobo has been appointed chairperson of the market inquiry into the private
healthcare sector. Justice Ngcobo is the former Chief Justice of the Republic of South Africa. He holds a
)7YVJKLNYLLMYVT[OL<UP]LYZP[`VMA\S\SHUKHU33)MYVT[OL<UP]LYZP[`VM5H[HSHUKHU334MYVT
/HY]HYK3H^:JOVVS/LYLN\SHYS`[LHJOLZHZH]PZP[PUNWYVMLZZVYH[]HYPV\Z\UP]LYZP[PLZPU[OL<:
including Columbia University School of Law and Harvard Law School. He was recently appointed
]PZP[PUN7YVMLZZVYVM3H^H[*VYULSS3H^:JOVVSMVY[OLH\[\TUVM

Professor Sharon Fonn
Professor Sharon Fonn has
been appointed panellist of the
market inquiry into the private
healthcare sector. Professor
Fonn is currently the acting Dean
of the Faculty of Health Sciences
H[>P[ZHUKHM\SSWYVMLZZVYPU[OL
>P[Z :JOVVS VM 7\ISPJ /LHS[O ^HZ 7YVMLZZVY HUK /LHK VM
[OL:JOVVSVM7\ISPJ/LHS[O<UP]LYZP[`VM[OL>P[^H[LYZYHUK
^OPJOZOLSLKMYVT:OLPZHTLKPJHSKVJ[VYHUK
registered public health specialist and holds a PhD.

Dr Lungiswa Nkonki
Dr Lungiswa Nkonki has been
appointed panellist of the
market inquiry into the private
healthcare sector. Dr Nkonki
is a Senior Lecturer at the
University of Stellenbosch who
completed her PhD in Health
,JVUVTPJZ H[ [OL <UP]LYZP[` VM )LYNLU PU  +Y 5RVURP
has published a number of articles in peer-reviewed journals
and has also worked as a specialist scientist at the Medical
Research Council.

Mr Cornelis (Cees) van Gent
4Y *VYULSPZ *LLZ ]HU .LU[
has been appointed panellist
of the market inquiry into the
private
healthcare
sector.
Van Gent is an economist
with extensive experience
PU JVTWL[P[PVU LJVUVTPJZ
economic regulation and competition in healthcare markets.
He holds a Masters degree in economics from the University

CompetitionNews

Dr Ntuthuko Bhengu
Dr Ntuthuko Bhengu has been
appointed panellist of the
market inquiry into the private
healthcare sector. During his
JHYLLY ZWHUUPUN  `LHYZ
Ntuthuko operated in various
senior
management
roles
within the health care industry. His most recent executive
HWWVPU[TLU[Z OH]L ILLU ^P[O 4L[YVWVSP[HU /LHS[O *SPUP_
Health Group and Biotech Laboratories. Dr Bhengu obtained
OPZ 4)*O) KLNYLL MYVT 5H[HS <UP]LYZP[` PU   HUK [OL
Diploma in Anaesthetics from the College of Medicine of SA in
 /PZI\ZPULZZTHUHNLTLU[X\HSPÄJH[PVUZPUJS\KL4)(
>HSLZ*HYKPMMHUK47//LHS[OJHYL4HUHNLTLU[/HY]HYK
KLNYLLZ^OPJOOLVI[HPULKPU HUKYLZWLJ[P]LS`

Ms Tamara Paremoer
Tamara Paremoer has been
appointed Inquiry Director for
the market inquiry into the
private healthcare sector. She
ÄYZ[ QVPULK [OL *VTTPZZPVU
PU :LW[LTILY  HZ HU
,JVUVTPZ[PU[OL,UMVYJLTLU[ 
,_LTW[PVUZ+P]PZPVU:OLOHZHSZV^VYRLKH[4J2PUZL`,YUZ[
 @V\UN HUK <UPSL]LY :V\[O (MYPJH ;HTHYH OHZ L_[LUZP]L
L_WLYPLUJL PU WYVQLJ[ THUHNLTLU[ HUK YLZLHYJO KYH^U
largely from her experience in top management consulting
HUK Z[YH[LN` ÄYTZ HUK [OL JVYWVYH[L ZLJ[VY IYVHKS` /LY
research and professional background has exposed her to a
IYVHKYHUNLVMZLJ[VYZHMMVYKPUNOLYL_WLY[PZLPUHYLHZZ\JO
HZ JVTWL[P[PVU HUK YLN\SH[VY` LJVUVTPJZ OLHS[O Z`Z[LTZ
and consumer-facing industries across Africa
VM (TZ[LYKHT )L[^LLU   HUK    OL ZLY]LK HZ
assistant professor of Industrial Organisation at the University
of Amsterdam and the Open University.
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=PZP[ [OL *VTTPZZPVU VUSPUL H[ ^^^JVTWJVTJVaH MVY TVYL PUMVYTH[PVU HIV\[ [OL
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*VTWL[P[PVU 5L^Z PZ PZZ\LK X\HY[LYS` HUK PM `V\ ^V\SK SPRL [V YLJLP]L M\[\YL JVWPLZ `V\
JHUZ\IZJYPILH[^^^JVTWJVTJVaHZ\IZJYPW[PVU[VLUHISL\Z[VHKK`V\YKL[HPSZ[V[OL
distribution list.
© Please note that the information contained in this document represents the views of the
authors and does not necessarily constitute the policy or the views of the Commission. Any
unauthorised reproduction thereof will constitute copyright infringement. Persons interested
in this information should not base their decisions thereon without obtaining prior professional
advice.
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